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iFRIS PROJECT OVERVIEW
The Forest Resource Information System Project (FRIS) is a coopera-
tive effort between the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) and St. Regis Paper Co. (STR). Purdue University's Laboratory
for Applications of Remote Sensing (LARS), under contract to NASA, will
supply technical support to the project.
FRIS is an Application Pilot Test (APT) Project funded by NASA.
The project is interdisciplinary in nature involving expertise from both
the public and private sectors. FRIS also represents the first APT to
involve a large broad base forest industry (STR) in a cooperative with
the government and the academic communities.
Purpose
The goal of FRIS is to demonstrate the feasibility of using computer-
aided analysis techniques applied of Landsat Multispectral Scanner Data
to broaden and improve the existing STR forest data base, thereby
creating the foundation of a dynamic information system. The successful
demonstration of this technology during the first half of the project
will lead to the establishment by STR of an independently controlled
operational forest resource information system in which Landsat data is
expected to make a significant contribution. FRIS can be viewed by the
user community as a model of NASA's involvement in practical application
and effective use of space technology. Additionally, FRIS will serve to
demonstrate the capability of Landsat MSS data and machine-assisted
analysis technology to private industry by:
o Determining economic potentials,
o Providing visibility and documentation, and
ii
o The ability to provide timely information
and thus serve management needs.
The ultimate long term successfulness of FRIS can be measured through
future development of remote sensing technology within the forest
products industry.
Scope
FRIS is funded as a modular or Phase project with an anticipated
duration of three years. The original project concepts were developed
in 1973, and a formal project plan was submitted to NASA by STR in
1976. The project officially began in October 1977 after the signing
of a cooperative agreement between NASA and STR; and after the compel-
tion of contractual arrangements with Purdue University.
Organization
The organization of FRIS is depicted in the chart that follows.
Since FRIS is a cooperative involving three independent agencies, a
steering committee consisting of a project manager from each institution
was formed to provide for overall guidance and coordination. Opera-
tionally, both STR and LARS have project managers and project staff to
insure for the timely completion of activities within the project.
The NASA technical coordinator monitors project activities and provides
a liaison between the STR and LARS staffs. The solid lines on the
chart indicate the flow of management responsibility. The dash lines
reflect the technical and scientific inter-changes between operating
units.
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I1.0 INTRODUCTION
The material which appears in this report is a reflection of the
FRIS Project Staff activities for the period 1 January 1980 to
31 March 1980. This time frame encompasses the fourth quarterly re-
porting period for Phase III of the Forest Resource Information System
(FRIS) Applications Pilot Test (APT). Phase III or the System Transfer
Phase of FRIS is directed at meeting the overall Project goal:
To document and transfer remote sensing technology developed
throughout the project that will provide St. Regis with an
independent operational system, having Landsat data as a
significant and viable contributor.
The most significant Project-wide advance came in late January. At this
time the St. Regis Corporate management announced that they had accepted
the FRIS concept, and planned to make available financial resources for
its support. Corporate acceptance authorized the necessary acquisition
of equipment, space, and personnel within the Southern Timberlands
Division to make FRIS a viable entity. This milestone also marked that
juncture in the APT where St. Regis personnel assumed the greater bur-
den of the lead activity and LARS staff assumed a consulting role.
The unavoidable nine-month delay in the announcement of this
positive decision may impact the timely completion of the APT. However,
delay in Project completion is not anticipated to be greater than three
months, since most System Transfer tasks associated with Phase III were
undertaken with the premise that Corporate approval of FRIS was forth-
coming.
Noteworthy project accomplishments for this last quarterly re-
porting period include:
o Successful testing of the Landsat 3 reformatting programs at NCC.
o Transmission of assembler routines to improve the Landsat 3
program operating efficiency.
2o Completion of programming for the SMOOTH and CHANGEDETECTION
subroutines.
o Semi-annual project review at Jacksonville.
The remaining sections of this report describe these activities in
more complete detail. Appendix E contains update timeline charts for
all tasks.
2.0 TASK AREA ACTIVITIES
2.1 Technology Transfer Task
Technology transfer activities during the past quarter have been
directed at system installation and operations. The only formal tech-
nology transfer activity scheduled during this period was a photo-
interpretation workshop at Jacksonville. The workshop has been post-
poned because of time constraints impose.i on the St. Regis staff
associated with the acquisition of FRIS hardware.
With the transfer of two LARS staff to St. Regis during this
quarter a smooth transfer of the image processing technology is insured.
Although this could be a radical departure from traditional technology
transfer activities, it does underscore the committment of the user to
remote sensing. Knowledgable individuals within the organization will
be more successful in disseminating the remote sensing technology than
would an outsider using more classical approaches. Formal classroom
sessions, workshops and consulting services are ineffective in answering
day-to-day operational problems. We are confident that the new FRIS
employees will be the cornerstone of remote sensing; technology within
St. Regis.
2.2.1 General System Transfer
The ultimate operational version of FRIS will be a relatively com-
plex system composed of three unique subsystems. The three subsystems
are:
1) A tabular data base which cotitains extensive information on
forest stand conditions,
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2) A Geographic Information Systems (GIS) which contains carto-
graphic, cadastral, and other collateral information, and
3) An image data base which will be able to both process and dis-
play information collected by aerospace remote sensors.
FRIS will be unique in that it will combine digital information from
all three subsystems in a geographically referenced data base system.
The system will allow resource managers to interactively monitor and up-
date conditions of their land base.
The ability to develop, and make a system like FRIS work is in-
herent in the level of development of the three subsystems. The tabular
data base has been in existence and use for more than ten years. This
data is resident at the corporate computer facility and accessible via
remote terminal at Jacksonville.
The geographic information system consisrs of vendor provided soft-
ware and hardware. The GIS will be resident on a PDP 11/70 minicomputer
located at the Jacksorville FRIS center. In addition to its use for
creating digitized maps and collateral data, it will be the chief means
of integrating all forms of digital data. Communications between the
mini and the mainframe will provide resource managers with the capability
to access the tabular and image data bases from the mainframe. These
data will be transferred by land line to the mini where they will be
combined with graphic map data. Interaction and analysis will occur on
the mini which will have the capability to produce high quality map out-
put.
The core of the image data base will be the LARSYS image processing
software developed at Purdue. Although this software was developed to
support research and development programs, it was effectively proven
during the Demonstration Phase to meet the FRIS objectives. The LARS
staff objective during this Phase of FRIS is to assist St. Regis staff
implement the software at the corporate computer facility. The remain-
iug subsections of this report addresses the status of this activity.
42.2.2 LARSYS Preprocessing Software Development
LARSYS preprocessing software development is a task which includes
three major pieces of software and appropriate documentation. The
three proce.toors convert digital Landsat data to LARSYS format, perform
systematic geometric corrections of Landsat data and register two images
of Landsat data. Software documentation will include listing documen-
tation, traditional program abstracts and a user's guide.
The first preprocessing system of programs converts digital Landsat
data to LARSYS format. The process used to complete this program was
to develop; a) functional specification, b) design specification, c)
implementation plans, and then execution of plans and testing. Functional
specification refer to program expectations. Design specifications
refer to program execution. The implementation plan documents the who,
when and what that relate to tasks required to accomplish the programming
of the software. Finally, the actual implementation plan that will be
followed, work to be done, and how the results will be tested. Documen-
tation in effect takes place throughout this process. The Landsat pro-
cessor is complete in that it includes documentation,*with the exception
of the users guide.
The geometric correction is the second major system of pgorams.
Aside from its multiple corrections of Landsat I and II data, this system
will be used to rotate the new "P" forrl;ted data to true north. Both
functional and design specification have been completed. Implementation
will begin during May, 1980. Completion will include most documentation
and testing and is expected to be wrapped up during July, 1980.
The last major processor is Aho image registration system. The
primary purpose of this system is to register two coincident digital
images as two Landsat digital imwbe data sets. The secondary purpose is
to provide for the registration of any known two dimensional grid to
another known or defined two dimensional grid. The status of this soft-
ware is that functional specifications have been completed. Functional
specifications that define what the image registration system will he
able to do may be found in Appendix A-1. The overall goal of this
6
Sactivity is to produce a maintainable, efficient, system which is
modulized, well documenLed, and easy to use. Both cubic and nearest
neighbor interpolation will be available. Locations may be approximated
by up to a third order bicubic polynomial.
t
Design specifications and implementation plans are to be completed
r
by mid-June, 1 "80. Some implementation has already begun. Cubic inter-
}	 polation will follow the algorithm described in Appendix A-2. Control
`	 cards have been carefully cc:: ►strutted to cover all :unctional require-
ments as well as simplicity of use. Other main image registration
section elements and design specifications are still being finalized.
The multifit least squares analysis section has been initiated. The
cross-correlation section will be started in June, 1980.
Documentation is the last major effort of the 1ARSYS preprocessing
fff	
software implementation. The three types of documentation will be pro-
gram listing documentation, program module abstracts, and user documen-
tation. The first type, listing dor_um^.-ntation, is most important to
system analyst personnel who will maintain these programs. Because of th
this key concern for maintainability, a draft of a standard for listing
documentation has been generated for this project. Features are that the
leading cotmaenta in a listing will contain such key information what the
program does, what the inputs and outputs are, and all global and local
variable descriptions. legibility of code is specifically emphasized
(refer to Appendix A-3).
The total 1.ARSYS preprocessing effort is progressing at a steady
pare. The Landsat reformatting is virtually complete while geometric
correction is next closest to completion. Image registration will have
the most effort applied to it during the last two quarters of the project.
Another important preprocessing transfer activity involves the
future potential use of fully corrected, P-format, data a-ailable from
EDC. The availability of P-type date to FR1S will eliminate much of the
front-end preprocessing currently required prior to image classification.
The discussion that follows gives preliminary results on the use of fully
corrected Landsat 3 data from the Picayune test si re in southern Mississippi.
6The fully geometrically corrected Landsat MSS frames acquired for
the forest resource data base are placed in a specific projection and
orientation. This makes possible a one-to-one correspondence between
earth coordinates and row column pixel locations in the data. Having
such a relationship for each frame will enable resource polygons on
maps to be automatically related to row column locations in the data.
Visual searching in the imagery would then be unnecessary once corner
latitude, longitude, or UTM coordinates were known. A program is being
developed to enable user conversion of coordinates and some of the de-
tails are included here.
The fully corrected MSS data are placed in a Hotine Oblique Mercator
(HOM) projection and in the future they will be placed in the Space
Oblique Mercator (SOX) projection. These projections are discussed in
Appendix D of the new Landsat User's Handbook. The scale distortions of
these projections is very small (1:10,000); thus a linear transformation
can accurately be used to relate points in the frame. The earth is
divided into zones of latitude and within each zone the corrected frames
have a constant azimuth. The zone covering the areas of interest here
is zone 2 with latitude range 23° N to 48° N and the zone azimuth :s
14.3394993°. The pixel scale of the fully corrected data is 57 meters in
both directions.
The software in its present form utilizes a latitude-longitude to
Universal Transverse Mercator conversion program to transform user input
latitude-longitude coordinates first to UTM. Then a linear conversion
is made to line column using the expressions:
LINE = CLINE + DLINE
COL = CCOL + DCOL
DLINE = (-DELEAS . SIN(ALPHA) - DELNOR . COS(ALPHA))/57.
DCOL = (DELEAS COS(ALPHA) - DELNOR . SIN(ALPHA)//57.
DELEAS = EAST - CEAST
DELNOR = NOR - CNOR
7where: CLINE, CCOL are the center line and column of the frame.
CEAST, CNOR is the UTM eesting and northing of the center
point.
EAST, NOR	 are the UTM easting and northing of the point to
be transformed to LINE, COLUMN.
The conversion program (LOCPNT) is being developed for interactive
terminal use and will require typing in the frame center latitude and
longitude; then the user enters any number of latitude-longitude points
in the frame he wants to convert. Problems are currently being encountered
in testing the program on the Picayune frame with inaccurate results.
Four test points were taken from the Nicholson and Dead Tiger Creek
quadrangles in the Picayune frame and the latitude-longitude coordinates
were input and the output line and column were observed. The input
parameters are a part of the problem. A latitude and longitude are
given as the frame format center; however, it was uncertain what exact
line-and-column number corresponded to this. The bias observed at one
of the test points was removed and the resulting center line column was
taken as the format center. Thus, there is no error at this point. At
the other three points, errors were observed. The results are listed
in Table 2.2.2.1 .
TABLE 2.2.2.1 Coordinate Conversation Tests for Picayune Frame.
Format Center: 30.18° N., 89.52° W. Center Line,
Col: 1518,1796.
Test Point Estimated Point Error
Lat. Long. Line Col. Line Col. Line Col.
30.375 89.625 1189 1518 1189 1518 0 0
30.5 89.75 987 1265 999 1285 12 -7
30.375 89.5 1150 1725 1141 1724 -9 -1
30.5 89.625 948 1473 952 1463 4 -10
Causes for these errors are being investigated.
•	 8
2.2.3 LARSYS Transfer
The LARSYS transfer task involves only those processors associated
with image classification. The bulk of this software was transferred
during the previous two quarters. The software transferred contains
elements of LARSYS ver. 3.1 and LARSYSDV. LARSYSDV includes new pro-
grams which are under development and not part of the ver. 3.1 documen-
tation. The programs were transferred in card image format on 9-track
computer compatible tapes. Copies of tape listings and user documen-
tation were also provided.
The tasks facing St. Regis personnel are to convert the programs
{	 which currently run on an IBM 3031 operating under VM to an IBM 3033i
operating under MVS. That is the LARS computer operates as a virtual
machine while the St. Regis computer operates as a batch machine. This
means that the LARSYS programs are not directly compatible between the
two IBM machines.
St. Regis staff are required to make certain changes to the LARSYS
software. A summary of the necessary changes to the software appears
below:
A. Add the function COPYTAP, this allows the data to be read from
tape to disk and stored on disk. St. Regis has a disk based
system while LARS is tape based.
B. Replace command language with ROSCOE. Due to the operating
system differences between the two machines, the command
language has to be modified. ROSCOE is a software package
that permits St. Regis users to initiate jobs from remote
sites. This will replace CMS currently used in LARSYS to
perform similar functions.
C. LARSYS contains some bookkeeping routines that will be deleted
because these functions are already handled by St.rRegis.
D. All non-standard file handling routines in LARSYS will be re-
placed to meet St. Regis computer software conventions.
E. All tape handling routines will be modified to deal with disks.
9F. Machine dependent assembly language routines will be eliminated
where feasible.
Implementation tasks facing St. Regis staff include:
1. Program compilation from tape.
2. Creation of disk files.
3. Modification of software for compatibility to St. Regis
machine, including elimination of bookkeeping, assembler
routines and modification of tape callable routines.
4. Creation of ROSCOE modules,
5. Development of links to GIS, and
6. Develop St. Regis/LABS user documentation.
LARS staff are available for consultation and debugging as needed.
Our experience during this past quarter was that very little assistance
was requested by St. Regis personnel. Implementation of these software
are progressing with very few problems. This is most likely due to,
a) the level of documentation provided with the LARSYS software, and
b) the knowledge of the staff involved with the implementation.
2.2.4 Programming Additions
The LARSYS software packages were originally designed to process
digital multispectral scanner data in a research environment. Periodic-
ally, modifications and embellishments have been added to LARSYS support
packages to improve interaction with the human component of the analysis
activity. Since FRIS is a user oriented, operational system there were
certain additions required to improve user efficiency. There have been
a number of additions to the URSYS software since the midpoint of
Phase II. The two newest additions reported this quarter are significant
because they directly affect FRIS rei ,iirements. The two new program
additions are SMOOTHRESULTS and CFXNGEDETECTION.
SMOOTHRESULTS is a post classification processor designed to emulate
the human action of creating a mapping cell. Mapping cells are the
basic component of timber type or operating area maps. The theory
behind the mapping cell is simply that areas less than a minimum size,
10
say five acres, are ignored for map drawing purposes and included as
part of a larger population. Therefore, a two or three acre inclusion in
a type would be ignored when the map is created.
The human quickly handled these small inclusions when making a
type map. A Landsat classification, however, will display most inclu-
sions that fall within the scanner resolution. These will result in a
salt and pepper effect on classification output. A situation that may
accurately portray the cover composition uut which is often not appealing
to land managers who are used to working with "clean" (no salt and
pepper) maps.
SMOOTHRESULTS allows the analyst to define a mapping unit and produce
a classification results map which does not exhibit a salt and pepper
pattern. The processor scans a LARSYS Classification Results File and
replaces groups of classified points (cells) with the dominant class from
that group. The analyst has the option to specify the size of the cell
(CELLSIZE card), class numbers which are to be replaced (PRIORITY card)
and weighting factors for each class (WEIGHTS card). The output from
this function is to tape or disk in LARSYS Classification Results File
format. Figure 2.2.4.1 is an example of a classification result which
shows output both before and after use of the SMOOTHRESULTS processor.
SMOOTHRESULTS was debugged and tested during this quarter. An
additional option which allows the analyst to define new classes which
are mixtures of old classes was developed and is being tested. The
control card reference file and program abstracts are included in
Appendix A-4.
The other processor that was upgraded for addition to the FRIS
package of software which is being transferred to St. Regis is
CHANGEDETECTION. This is another post classification processor, and is
designed to make comparisons between classification results. This
processor is intended to be used to compare two anniversary Landsat
classifications which have similar class structures. The resulting pro-
duct of this comparison is a LARSYS results tape containing "change"
classes.
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Change classes are designated by the analyst and are in the form
where:
Pine (time 1) goes to Non-Pine (time 2), and
Non-stocked (time 1) goes to Stocked (time 2).
Optimally, Landsat data is of an anniversary nature, that is the data of
collection for both dates is nearly coincident but chronologically a
year or more apart in time. Present requirements of the CHANGEDETECTION
program are that the Landsat scenes be precision registered. Independent
classifications are generated for time 1 and time 2. The analyst is
careful to insure that class structure, that is the various spectral
groups that comprise the information classes is similar. Once the classi-
fications have been generated, CHANGEDETECTION is ran, and an output
similar to figure 2.2.4.2 is produced. Tabular information which
indicates the amount of change in acres percent of area by class can
also be produced.
During this past quarter, program abstracts for CHANGEDETECTION
were completed, and drafts of user documentation were prepared. Copies
of this material appear in Appendix A-5.
2.3 Classification Evaluation Review
Traditionally, performance of multispec.tral scanner data classifi-
cations have been assessed by the evaluation of test fields. Test fields
vary in size from single pixels to multiple pixel blocks which are
located randomly or systematically throughout the classification. The
number of test fields can be statistically determined so that results
can be stated for a given confidence range. Arp iori information is
used to help the analyst define the number of sample test fields needed.
Ideally, test fields should be homogenous, that is they should
represent a 'pure' cover type. Recent trends in evaluating Landsat
classifications have been toward selecting single pixels or blocks no
larger than four pixels. This procedure has apparently worked well when
agricultural or general land use classifications are being evaluated. In
fact, one may go so far as to assume that the quality of the ground
CLASSES
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Figure 2.2.4.2 Output of CHANCEDETECTION program; classes shown are
change classes.
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reference data for these types of classifications has a direct bearing
on the success of this approach.
In dealing with wildland type classifications these traditional
evaluation approaches are not as effective. Minimally, these procedures
are more difficult to implement and consume more time because identifying
a 'pure' cover type pixel becomes more difficult. Even if a sufficient
number of 'pure' pixels are identified performance results can be mis-
leading, unless the analyst can carefully relate the pixel location to
concurrent aerial photography. Naturally, the analyst must be able to
interpret the photography to determine what test pixels are valid. This
is a time consuming process and often impractical because concurrent
photography is not always available.
The most readily available form of ground reference information used
to evaluate natural resource classification performance is a cover type
map. Such maps are developed as aids to natural resource managers and
therefore tend to represent a cover type as a management entity rather
than as a spectrally homogenous area. This is an important distinction
because a type map may contain a spectrally heterogenous mix of pixels
that from a managers viewpoint form a homogenous mapping unit. If the
analyst assumes that the resource managers definition of homogenous is
similar to the evaluation criteria of purity the performance results
will be poor, when in fact performance may be good. It is for precisely
these reasons that the traditional evaluation methods are not adequate
for determining classification performance for wildland classification.
The classification evaluation procedures used for FRIS were of the
traditional variety. Based on this experience we recommend implementa-
tion of procedures that operate with the benefit of an Interactive
Graphics System (IGS). The following chart (Figure 2.3.1) illustrates
the general procedure used to evaluate a classification and how this
procedure differs when an interactive graphics system is available.
Previous Methodologies
Various strategies have been employed to sample St. Regis Ownerships
for classification accuracy evaluations. During the FRIS demonstration a
15
formula was developed which determined the sample size needed for a
specified confidence range around the classification accuracies to be
evaluated. Then a systematic or random sampling scheme (with test fields
of one pixel) was applied to three test sites. The systematic sampling
method was the preferred method for the analyst when applied carefully
and with full knowledge of its cyclical nature. The systematic sampling
method was precise and had less human error involved than the random
sampling approach.
Various test field sizes have been employed to evaluate St. Regis
classifications. Initially, test fields of four pixels each in a
systematic array were used for classification evaluation. Heterogeneous
test fields were dropped as well as test fields which fell on irrecon-
cilable map boundaries. Ultimately only 42.7% of the original fields
were utilized to assess classification performance. Future evaluations
utilized a single rather than a multiple pixel test field, thus increasing
the number of samples and decreasing the man-time that was involved with
the multiple pixel systematic sample.
Previously, as illustrated in Figure 2.3.1, without IGS, the
selection of test fields for evaluation presented many problems, that is:
1) What confidence was required on the accuracies produced?
2) How would the test fields be selected (randomly, systematically,
stratified random samples, etc.)?
3) How large would each test field be (one pixel or a block of
pixels)?
Since the IGS mechanises this step in the procedure, thus speeding up
the process dramatically, the whole area can now be used for evaluation.
Hence any decisions involving confidence limits, types of samples, or
size of test fields are eliminated.
Another problem does remain, however. The problem involves handling
border pixels in classification evaluations.
The rest of the steps involved in evaluating classifir.ations can
all be mechanised within the interactive graphics system _mployed at FRIS.
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Evaluation	 Evaluation
Procedure without IGS	 Procedure with IGS
(confidence)
"'^
 determine
required	 ---
number of
test fields
select test
—We-1 d 
a) randomly
b) systematically
all fields
can Fe —ncTu7ed
automatically
*PRINTRESULTS	
not necessary
map test fields
OVERLAY
test fields	 µ
can be automatically
done
RECORD
1
Landsat and
Inventory categories
I
Classification Accuracy
and confusion table
automatically
recorded and tallied
for classification
accuracy
Figure 2 . 3.1 Comparison of Classification Evaluation Procedures with
and without an Inter.. . tive Graphics System (IGS).
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Thus, many man hours and the resulting human errors can be eliminated.
As stated earlier and illustrated in Figure 2.3.1 the IGS improves
classification evaluations in two key areas;
o The whole area or a very large sample of the area can be
utilized for evaluation.
o The system can be virtually, completely, atuomatic, eliminating
many man-hours of work.
With these improvement- come new and in some respects different problems.
First of all, sirie polygons, not single pixels or blocks of
pixels, will be used for evaluation, criteria must be developed for
labeling an heterogeneous polygon. The proposed criteria for FRIS is:
o 75% or more pixels pine -> "pine" polygon
o 75% or more pixels hardwood -> "hardwood" polygon
o otherwise the polygon is labeled as "other" or "nonstocked"
These criteria may change as the spectral characteristics of these cover
types are studied further and/or more classes or subtypes become
separable.
Another problem involves the polygons' border pixels and how they
are to be treated with respect to the classification evaluation. In
other words, if a pixel lies on the boundary between two or more polygons
(Figure 2.3.2) of what polygon should it be considered a member. or
should it be considered a member of any polygon? There are three
possible solutions for handling this problem:
1) Include all border pixels in whichever polygon the ICS overlay
has assigned them.
2) Exclude all border pixels from the analyses.
3) Exclude only some border pixels from the evaluation.
The first solution, including all border pixels, would give a com-
plete, unbiased evaluation of the area. In this case, however, any small
error in registration could substantially effect the evaluation, causing
border pixels to be assigned to the incorrect polygon. Also, this method
_1
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Ll
L-1 - interior pixel
border pixel
Figure 2.3.2 Overlayed area illustrating border pixels and interior
pixels.
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assumes twat spectrally a pixel should fall in the class which covers
the majority of the pixel. In fact, however, this is not necessarily the
case. This method would be extremely fast and require very little
programming and hence could serve as a first cut at evaluating a classi-
fication.
The second solution, excluding all border pixels, would give an
incomplete, (not all pixels included), biased evaluation of the area.
If, however, the assumption can be made that the border pixels of any
polygon have the same distribution of classes as the inr oal pixels,
then this solution becomes unbiased. Also, this method ...:.:cec the
amount of registrxtir..; and mapping error measured in the evaluation.
Some programming, supplementing the IGS will be necessary a-i '-plement
this solution.
The third solution is essentially the same as the second solution
except that those pixels which are on a birder between two spectrally
undifferentiable polygon types would be included in the evaluation. That
Is, if a pixel lies on the boundary hetwecn two pine plantations which
differ by a spectrally unmeasurable criterion (i.e., 2 years ag,
difference), that picel would be included in the evaluation. This
solution bee the same criticisms as the second solution (excluding all
the border ;txels) except that more of the area is being evaluated thus
giving a somewhat better total evaluation. With this solution, however,
the assumption that the remaining border pixels of any polygon reflect
the distribution of those included, may not be as reasonable.
Another problem involved with using an interactive graphic system
for classification evaluation concerns the size of the polygons evaluated.
If a small number of pixels (e.g., 1, 2 or 3) are used to assign a poly-
gon's class, the assigned class could easily be in error. Thus a
criterion, such as 10 internal pixels, should be developed, indicating
the smallest polygon to be evaluated.
The interactive graphics system which FRIS will employ for classifi-
cation evaluation will facilitate and improve this procedure greatly.
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The new procedure, once it is implemented, will become virtually auto-
matic. Many previous sampling considersations will become unnecessary
due to the graphics and overlay capabilities of the new system.
2.4 MANAGEMENT
The FRIS management activity oversees day-to-day project operations
and is responsible for all technical and fiscal project reports. Status
of all major System Transfer Tasks are shown in Exhibits 1 through 4 of
Appendix B. A brief discussion of these status charts follows.
Technology Transfer Task
All computer-aided analysis workshops and short courses have been
successfully completed. Activity A3, the photo-interpretation short
course has been extended twice and in all probability will be eliminated
as a Phase III activity. Time constraints on St. Regis staff involved
with the installation of FRIS systems prohibit selection of a time during
the remainder of Phase III when this course can be given. The possibility
of scheduling this activity during Phase IV will be investigated.
Consultation (activity B) associated with LARS software implementa-
tion will be continued through the end of Phase III. Onforseen delays
associated with St. Regis' acquisition and installation of vendor hard-
ware and software at Jacksonville are the reasons for this shift.
User documentation, especially activity C2, is approximately 66%
complete. Part of this activity will carry over to Phase IV.
Remote Terminal activities will cease on 30 June as projected.
LARSYS Transfer Task
The first two activities of this Task, Planning and Transfer are
complete. Activity C, Consultation and Debugging is extended to 30 June.
At this time all LARSYS processors should be operational at NCC.
St. Regis staff will be primarily responsible for debugging activities
with LARS staff assisting as required.
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Documentation (activity D) will be extended into Phase IV.
Supplemental timeline charts to Exhibit 2 in Appendix B which will
identify specific documentation tasks are included.
Activity E (Test and Evaluation) is anticipated to occur during the
last quarter of Phase III. St. Regis staff will be primarily responsible
for this activity.
Preprocessing Transfer Task
The Planning and most of the Program Refinement activities (B1 and
B2) are complete. Activity B3, Image Registration, will carry over to
Phase IV, as will that portion of activity C, Program Transfer, and
activity D, Consultation and Debugging. The image registration software
will oe transferred early during Phase IV.
Documentation, activity E, is well advanced for the reformatting
and geometric correction software. The image registration documentation
is being prepared in parallel with the software programming. Because
of this, documentation will be completed during Phase IV.
Test and Evaluation, activity F, is dependent on St. Regis staff
and their use of the systems. The activity will not be entirely com-
pleted until transfer and implementation of the image registration soft-
ware.
Support, activities G, will be completed by the end of Phase III,
with the possible exception of G3. Reformatting Operations Procedures
are closely associated with communications capabilities between the
mainframe and the mini. LARS staff will assist St. Regis personnel in a
consulting role as needed to support this activity.
Management Task
Management activities are up to date as indicated by the status
chart. Noteworthy among these activities is a new task being developed
under Information Dissemination. Specifically, we are developing a FRIS
color brochure for wide dissemination by the three agencies. Content
and format of this product have been discussed and a cost proposal to
cover this work is being prepared.
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Appendix A-1
Image Registration Functional Specifications
6
An image registration capability has been determined to be a
necessary part of the FRIS III image preprocessing software. Image
registration is general enough to mean grid to grid transformation.
Thus, while the system is designed to register two coincident Landsat
scenes, registration to alternate grid systems may be accomplished
with this software as well. Functional specifications will be as
follows:
I. Purpose
A. Primary: Registration of two coincident digital images as
two Landsat digital image data sets.
B. Secondary: Provide for the registration of any known two-
dimensional grid to another known or defined two-dimensional
grid.
II. Input images are assumed to be in LARSYS format.
III. Checkpoint Acquisition
A. Manual checkpoint acquisition is possible.
B. Cross-correlation of two coincident digital images may be
accomplished by implementation of a numerical integration
image correlator.
C. Control may be by set line and column intervals.
D. Alternate control will be from a Get of inputted control
correlation point locations where a cross correlation is
desired, i.e.., arbitrary point by point correlation.
IV. Registration transformation
A. Coefficient determination will be calculated for affine,
biquad, and bicubic transformation.
B. Transformations through bicubic will be implemented for
the registration transformation.
C. Block registration technique will be utilized.
1. Optimum rectangular block size will be determined for
biquadratic and bicubic registrations.
D. Interiors of all blocks will be registered with an affine
or linear transformation.
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V. Radiometric interpolation
A. Nearest neighbor will be the default.
B. Cubic interpolation will be optimally implemented.
VI. Output images will be produced in LARSYS format.
T.
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Appendix A-2
Cubic Interpolation Used in the Image Registration System
The algorithm used in the current image registration system for cubic
interpolation of data values is based on a thrid order Lagrange inter-
polation. The general Langrangian interpolating polynomial for three
dimensions is:
m n
P (X, Y) = E	 E	 L. (X) L. (Y) f (XiY . )
i=0 j=0
where
m
L (X) _	 ',I
	
X k	 i = 0,...,m
i	
_x
k=0	 Xi-Xk
k#i
and
nY-Yp
Lj
 (Y) - /ri
	
j =0,...,n
f #j
	
Yj-Y4
The image registration system uses the above equations with m = 3, n - 3.
Therefore, we need m+1=4 different Xi values and n+1=4 different Yi
values. The X 's and Y.'s used are 0,1,2,3 and 0,1,2,3. Then the general
equation reduces to: 1
P33 MY) = LO (X)LO (Y)f(0,0)+L 1(X)LO(Y)f(1,0)+
L2 (X)L0 (Y)f(2,0)+L 3(X)LO(Y)f(3,0)+
L0 (X) Ll (Y) f (0,1) +L1 (X) Ll (Y) f (1,1) +
L2 (X)L1 (Y) f(2,1)+L3 (X)L1 (Y) f (3,1)+
LO(X)L2(Y)f(0,2)+L1(X)L2(Y)f(1,2)+
L2 (X)L2 (Y) i (2,2)+L3ML 2  (Y) f (3, 2)+
LO
 
ML (Y) f (0, 3) +L1 (X) L3 (Y) f (1, 3) +
L2(X)L3(Y)f(2,3)+L3(X)L3(Y)f(3,3)
r'
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i
Ii
I
i	
where:
f	 L (X) _ (X-1) (X-2) (X-3) = X3 - 6X2 +11X -6
E	 0	 (0-1) (0-2) (0-3) 	 -6
6
I
r	 L (X) 	 (X-0) (X-2) (X-3)	 X3 - 5X2 + 6X1 (1-0)(1-2)(1-3)	 2
L2 (X) _ (X-0)(X-1)(X-3) = X2 - 4X2 + 3X
(2-0)(2-1)(2-3)
	
-2
L (X) _ (X-0) (X-1) (X-2) = X3 - 3X2 + 2X
3	 (3-0)(3-1)(3-2)	 6
and Lj (Y) I s have the same equations with Y substituted fz r X
and f MY) is the data value associated with pixel (X,Y).
Zb save computation time, the L;'s are calcualted according to the above
equations for specific points in the (X,Y) grid. These points were chosen
at quarter pixel intervals as shown in figure 1. The calucalted L i M's are;
Lo (X)	 L1(X)	 L2 (X)	
`J3 (X)
X = 1.00	 0.0	 1.0	 0.0	 0.0
X = 1.25	 -0.0546875	 0.8203125	 0.2734375	 -0.0390625
X = 1.50	 -0.0625	 0.5625	 0.5625	 -0.0625
X = 1.75	 -0.0390625	 0.2734375	 0.8203125	 -0,0546875
X = 2.00	 0.0	 0.0	 1.0	 0.0
The same table applies for Y=1.00, 1,25,1.50, 1.75, 2.00.
in the image registration process, an input point A (see Figure 1) is
approximated to its nearest quarter pixel, To calculate the data value
associated with A, the Lagrange polynomial coefficients for that quarter
pixel location are used in the P 33 (X,Y) equation. To further save on
1
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computation, the products Li (X)Li (Y) for all combinations of the quarter
pixel locations ((1.0, 1.0) 1 (1.25,1.0), (1.50,1.0), (1.75,1.0), (2.0,1.0),
(1.0,1.25), (1.25,1.25), etc.) have been stored in a table. Then when
P33 MY) is calculated, a table lookup locates the appropriate Li(X)Li(X)'s.
When this algorithm was implemented for cubic interpolation of data values,
it was determined that the error introduced by this method of using
discrete intervals versus continuous intervals was negligible. It was
negligible because the intervals involved were quarter pixels and the
final data values were integer values between 0 and 255.
References:
"Multitemporal Image Registrations of Multispectral LANDSAT Data of
Finney and Ellis Co.'s, Kansas by Nearest-Neighbor and Third Order
Lagrangian Interpolation Methods." Prepared by Charles R. Smith, LARS,
September 20, 1976.
Source listing of OVERLA subroutine used in current Image Registration
System.
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	 4 x 4 Data matrix surrounding point
to be interpolated (point A). Example:
Since point A is nearest grid coordi-
nates ( 1.5, 1.75), the Lagrange coeffi-
cients for this x and y are taken from
the table and used in the interpolating
polynomial.
i
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Appendix A-3
Reformatting Documentation Standards
Pa eface
This guide supplements the LARSYS Standards Report Section III
Programming Standards. Programmers writing software for the Reformatting
group should read the LARSYS report as well as this guide; wherever this
guide conflicts with the LARSYS report, this guide should be followed.
Programmers should take particular nute of the paragraphs in the LARSYS
Standards Report Section III on Assembler and EXEC organizations and
comments, and on programming techniques.
The main emphasis of the guide is on the uocumentation of program
source code. Program logic must flow downward, and comments must
reflect that flow. Within the source code, all global and local variables
must be identified in variable description lists. The source code also
must contain a general description of the algorithm used and input/output
requirements. Specific coding and commenting practices are recommended
for improving the legibility of source code.
This guide contains the following information.
I. Documentation Outside of Source Code Listings
II. Documentation Within Source Code Listings
A. Overall System Standards
B. Layout of Individual Routines
C. Comments Within the Body of Routines
Appendix A Example Control Card Description
Appendix B Example LARS Program Abstract
Appendix C Example Software System
Appendix D Example Block Data
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I. DOCUMENTATION OUTSIDE OF SOURCE CODE LISTING
A. Any program with a control card reader must have a separate
description of its control cards. The description must include
all keywords and all parameters with an indication of which keywords
and parameters are required and which are optional. All default
values must be indicated. It is also useful to include one or two
sample control card decks. For an example of a control card
description, see Appendix A.
B. Any program designed for use by non-reformatting staff should
have a user's guide. This guide should include several example
user sessions.
C. Any program using routines that depend on non-trivial algorithms,
calculations, or data structures must have an abstract. The abstract
may be for an entire system or for specific subroutines. The
abstract must describe the algorithms, calculations, and/or data
structures in sufficient detail for a person unfamiliar with the
source code to understand the implementation. For a major program,
it may be appropriate to have two levels of documentation
abstracts. One abstract would be directed at the interested user,
and the other at the programmer responsible for program maintenance.
For an example of a program abstract, see Appendix B.
t
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Ii. DOCUMENTATION WITHIN THE SOURCE CODE LISTINGS
A. Overall System Standards
1. Each Routine must flow logically downward. See Appendix C
for examples of routines that flow logically downward.
2. The names of all routines for a specific software system
must have the same three-letter prefix. The last three
letters should be unique for each routine and represent the
main function of the routine. See the example below.
MEAD - main routine for processing a MEAD prcluct.
MEACC - read MEAN control cards.
MEAINT - initialize MEAD variables and common
blocks.
MEAMTX - set up MEAD scaling matrix
MEATRA - translate one line of input values into
one line of output values.
Example 1
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3. lisp variables for constants. In the exaMole below, constants
srch as Fortran unit numbers and the buffer nixes are declared
as variables. Such a convention facilitates program
maintenance and revision.
LOCAL BAR IABLES
C	 REAL * 4 TIME
C
INTEGER * 4 9LANK/ • 	 /•
2	 INPNT/12QQ%F/^
4	 TRK7C/07TRtIlC
LOGICAL * 4 I[FLG
C
C	 INTEGER * 2 LAROA71500019
LOGICAL * 1 INBUFI100E1•
F1LN1/21/
	
F2UNT/22/
	
F3UNT /23/9
HEXFF /ZF^/• INBChT /108/•
MAXCNN/3/ 3 	MAXIM /500/•
NO/ •hC •/• CUTID(2001• CUTLNT/11/9
ROLL /Z7FFF/
ZERO/Z00/
AsAw•^#s#s##•##^##ssw#swws#**i#ss*#w+*A*• *s^##w^wwas#eAS^ss##w#^####w*#
LOCAL	 %ARIABLE DESCRIPTIChS
C	 PLANK THE CCNSIANT BLANK.
CI
S
SK LNII WfER
EE
E FIRST TAPE FILE
	
IS TRANSFERREC,C
C	
F1UNT
C	 F3UNT 01SK LNI1 hNE RE PRIDDTAPEEF 1LEI SSTRANSFE REC.
C	 HEXFLG ECUALS TFE	 1C FLAG FCR THS IhPVT	 TAPE (DEPENDS Ch
HEX3F
FORMAL OF	 INPUT TAPE).
CCNSTANT EQLAL TO 3F HEXIDECIMAL.
	
AN INPUT RECCRC	 IS
C
HEXFF
AN ID RECORD IF	 THE FIRST BYIE ECUALS HEX 3F (7 TRACK FORMAT:(
CCNSTANT EQUAL TC FF HEXOECIPAL.	 AN	 INPUT RECCRC IS
INECNT
AN IC RECORD IF THE FIRST BYIE ECLALS HEX FF	 (9TRACK fORMAT )
NUMBER Of BYTES
	
IN AN INPUT RECCRC.
A
hUNT
AxCHN
MAXIN
C	 MAXLC
C	 OUTUNT
UNIT NUMEER OF	 INPUT TAPE.
MAXIMLM NUMBER OF DATA CHANNELS THIS ROUTINE CAN HANDLE
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF OATA VALLE!
	 IN CNE
	 INPUT RECCRC.
MAXIMLM NUMBER OF B1TFS ALLC^ED
	 IN ChE LINE CF LARSYS DATA.
UNIT NUMEER FCR OUTPLT TAPE.
C	 NC
C	 TRK7
C	 ZERO
CONSTANT EQLAL TC •NC•.
CONSTANT EQLAL TC •7TRK9.
C04STINT BYTE EQLAL 10 CC HE)IDECIMAI.
C
Example 2
In the above example, local variable descriptions have been provided
only for the "constant" variables. See the example software system
in Appendix C for descriptions of all local variables.
4. Block commons must be named and they must have variables
listed in the order: 	 REAL * 8
REAL * 4
INTEGER * 4
LOGICAL * 4
INTEGER * 2
LOGICAL * 1
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Within each type of variable, the variables must b % listed alphabetically.
Large coimnmi blocks must be spaced for legibility.
C
VARRcpIIAK E NAMES i0R AGRONOMIC
CEIMMUN %1DNAM[/ CARD•
NAM
NAM
NAM
NAME/NAME:/
AAME/
NAPE/
NAME/t,. A14 I/KAN E/
NAME/
NAME/NAM E/
NAME/
NAME/%AMT/
NAMNAM E /
NAME/
NAME/NAM If
NAME/
NAME/iKAME/
'KANE/
1371
.
1219121 .
f 1F IA9 ;
HEBG, HE
LAO; LE
tre to
MOST. MU
PEPE
L
SA;
PRIN141• RA
RUROM1 1
SENA141 • TA
TEX	 141• TI
IO AND FOR SPI LS IS
R.	 AIVIt
	
MAPR	 BRLE
Me	 CLCG•	 CLTV1419 CO 82
`
D.	 OADAt	 OAPLt	 Ceel
D•	 06hE•
	
Oi;IV`	 ppEEC
A	 DIGR	 DIIA	 OOF11213121. POF4 iz I • DCFS iz) • CQF61 21
PC1•
	
EP0 t	 EP03
EPC6	 EP079	 EPOU
U ;	 EX NA141 t EXKUt	 FANAI 41
FIVIt
	
FLLI(219 FOCA0	 GMC S•	 GItLE	 HAW IHI Ecct
	
MORI (21 t I LLU(21F5419 NS1•	 JUDAR	 LEPLtLF16)	 LF7
A141. LOO A t	LOLA(fl• LOLO(2)8141 . M(1DA 9 	POFI 141 t MOLA
Ot41• NMAT•	 NUDE•	 NUSA
U.	 OTS79	 PECL•	 PEGR1.	 PHFR(21 • PHROt	 PHSE(41E.	 PL!'Ct	 PLNU.	 PMOw
A.	 REHUt	 REKUt	 RCOI
E.	 SAGR	 SCRA	 SCTY141
U•	 SPEC141• STCO110)•S000(4)
E•	 TAU19	 TCR1•	 TCR2
A.	 TShT.	 UNCAt	 VARI(4)
WEEt':	 WIOIt	 k15P
YELE	 ZEIR.	 ZEVI
SOILS ID
/ ICNAME / WASA4419 WBTO•
/IDNAME/ VEDA•	 YEL ,
VARIABLE NAME! EXCLUSIVELY FOR
COMMON /CNAMI/
 /IOHAME/
COMMON /IDNAME/
COMMONONAME//[[
COMM04 /IDNAMI/
CUOMMCN / IDNAME/
COMMON /IONAME/
COMMON /IONAMt/
COMMON /IONAMI/
COMMON /IDNAME/
COMMON /IOKAMI/
UMMUN /IDNAME/
OMMON /IDNAME/
COMMON / DNAME/
COMMON / I ONAM I /
CUMMf1N /IDkAME/
ACT[•
BA SA .
CHRIjO.
COSA
EXAG^
GRGR1219
LILT•MESA.
M NU.
PAST.
j1hT•
PtSTM
UN11 F•
NACO•
ALUM.
RUDE.
CLAY.COS[.EP12.
FINE•
HUE1.
LISH.
MILL•OMOU.
PHYS•
SAPO,
SODI.
SUBO•
VAMU0
WA H.
ASH04219 AVPH t	AVPC
SUFH,	 CAEXt
	
CILC
4000•	 COIN•	 COPA
[Shut	 ELCOt	 ELNU
EP139	 kAFAt	 ERA*
HUE2,
	
IRON.	 LIIN
LUF(61. MAGN•	 HANG
MOTE.
	
PEZE1219 MSAK
OKCA•	 OKORt	 P 
CT
AA
PLIN•	 PLLI.
SHLI.
	
SHRA9
	
SILT
SOELt	 SPGRI	 STAE
SUCE1101•SUNA4)t TERE(21
WIER;	 YEAR,	
VCSH
C`
Gc
C
C
INTERMEDIATE VARIAOLES LSEO IN CALCLLATICN CF IC VALUES
REAL * 4 VARIIRLES
COMMON /IDNAME/ METROWo XFRCO• XPLCO
INTEGER * 4	 %ARI Aft FS
COMMON
COMMON
/JONAME/
/ DNAME/
A¢04t
M``'DSE
810PLT.
M01.
FWR9
ORC
GRG	 NEATSIN,	 SUER
COMMON / I ONAM E / SURF IT, Sli 1 NG. Tl M01 TE x t	 I NT BU F (SO )
kEAL * 4 METFOW• XFRCO• XPLCO
Exanple 3
Although the common block above does not list the variables in the order
REAL, INTEGER, LOGICAL, it is a good example of spacinq for legibility.
(The variables are arranged by usage in this common block).
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Common block variables must be descrilx!d in a BLACK DATA
routine or in an initialization subroutine. The variable
descriptions must be alphabetic. See Appendix U for an
example.
S. Do not use Fortran entry points unless the use of them
is clearly the best solution to an implementation problem.
6. Information and error messages should Ire informative to
the user as well as the progr4Laver. Lich message must
Include the name of the routine printing the message.
•0 4200	 GLOM s .FAOLSE.
WRITE (TYPWTR• 942101 I• IDISTRESSM )WRITE (PRNTR• 94210) 1. 3 IS RLSSI1))
94210	 FORMAT(' EOOAO STRESS(', I29 ') DOES NOT ECUAL'•1	 ' N Y • OR BLANK. ' •
2	 ' 1NSTtAO IS St 	 TO t'• A4• •)'•3	 4x• '(XTKA)')
Example 4
It may be numbered either sequentially (1 to n) or for the
labeled Fortran statement nearest the message in the code.
In the example above the message is numbered sequentially.
In the example software system in Appendix C the messages
are numbered for labeled Fortran ntatements.
7. Labels for code statements must Le assigned in ascending
order within the body of each routine. For examples see
Appendix C.
8. Labels for FORMAT statements must be assigned in ascendinq
order within the body of each routine. The FORMAT labels
should be sufficiently different from the code la'i l ls that
they stand out. For example, code labels in a routine could
range from 100 to 900 and FORMAT labels from 9100 to 9900.
The FORMAT statements may be interspersed with the executable
code or they may be just before the END statement. However,
within one routine, they must be either all interspvrsed or
all at the end. The software system shown in Appendix C is
an example of FORMAT statements interspersed with executable
code.
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91 Do not use unnecessary EQUIVALENCE statements. However,
there are some data structures for which EQUIVALENCE
statements are necessary. For example, a LARSYS ID record
contains real data values and integer data values. In order
to correctly access both data types, the ID record must be
declared as:
REAL * 4 RID(2000)
INTEGER * 4 ID(200)
EQUIVALENCE (ID(1), RID(1))
10. Use standard LARSYS and Reformatting routines whenever
possible. For example, often used LARSYS routines are
CTLWRD and BCDVAL (for interpreting control cards), and
often used Reformatting routines are IDRITE and EOT (for
mounting LARSYS data tapes, writing ID records, and writing
end-of-tape records).
11. Document all revisions to routines by adding your name and
date to the ce:,iments. Include a version number if
appropriate. If the revision is appropriate for only a
special application, add a comment near the revision
comment stating exactly what the special applications is.
C
C WRITTEN 07/19/79 BY CATHERINE KOZLOWSKI FOR FY70
C	 SR&T CONTRACT
C
C REVISED 11/20/79 BY CATHERINE KOZLOWSKI FOR FY79
C	 SR&T CONTRACT
C
Example S
12. Indent (horizontal) and space (vertical) the source code
to improve readability and/or logical flow of each routine.
See the software system in Appendix C for examples.
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13. When reading or writing a long string of variables, space
the variable names the same in the READ/WRITE statement as
in the FORMAT statement.
C
C READ AGRUNCMIC RECORD SHEET NUMBER 2 CF THE GRCUP OF 7
C
200	 REAL ( AGSHE9 9200 9 ENO=110
1	 AGUC29 PAGE29 RID(HEIG) RIC(LEPL) 9 ID(GRLE),2	 IOIYELE 1 9 IC(BRLEI• XPL^0 9 XFRCC9
3	 METRON, ID ( PEGR), RID(DBGL) 9 RID(ORYL)9
4	 PIM ML ) 9 RID ( DBST), RID(DBFR19 RID(DBTC)9
5	 kID(FRBI )• BIOPLT 9 RID(LEAR), ID(PLNC)
C9200 FOR PAT( I39	 il,	 F3.09	 1X 9 	F4.19 1X9	 31291 F4909F3.09
3 1I19IF^:.O9^1X95I212F6.,
L PT RA	 = P TRA - 1
KEADIAGSHE9	 92019
	 END=1101
1 BLKID ( FEIG),	 RLKID(LEPL)9 BLKID ( GRLE) 9 BLKIU(YELE)9
2 BLKID(ERLE),	 8LKID(PLC0), eLKID(FRCL) , BLKID(PEGR),
3 BLKID(CBGL),	 BLKID(DBYL)9 LLKIDIDBBL)9 BLKID(DBST)9
4 OLKIM CBFR1, BLKID ( DBTU ) 9 13LKID(FRBI) 9 8LKIDILEARI95 BLK ID( PLMO )C 9201 FORMAT(T59 A3,
	 1X 9
 A2,	 T149	 3029 1X,	 2A39 T329	 A291 1X9	 5( IXPA4) 9
	2(2X,A4) 9	 T76 9
	A29	 1X 9
	A2)G
Example 6
14. If possible, use the following convention for FILEDEFing
and assigning tape units:
FILEDEF 11 TAP1
FILEDEF 12 TAP2
FILEDEF 13 TAP3
FILEDEF 14 TAP4
FILEDEF 10 TAPS
where Fortran unit 11 is the output tape and units 12-14,
10 are input tapes.
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15. Several suggestions about labels and CONTINUE statements:
a. It is easier to revise routine if each DO loop has
its own CONTINUE statement.
DO 120 K = 1, 20 	 I
DO 100J=1, 3
ARRAY (J, K) = J + K
100	 CONTINUE
126 CONTINUE
Example 7
b. It is easier to revise a routine if all of its non-
FORMAT labels are on CONTINUE statements.
16. Debugging convention
A
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B. Lavout of Individual Routines
C routine name
C
C routine name one-line description
C
C WRITTEN date BY name FOR CONTRACT name or number
C REVISED data BY name
C
SUBROUTINE name
C
IMPLICIT INTEGER * 4 (A - Z)
C
C detailed description
C
C special features and/or limitations
C
C input
C
C output
C
C subroutines used (include one-line description of
each subroutine)
C
COMMON /name/ declarations
COMMON / name /declarations
C
C
C	 LOCAL VARIABLES
C
local variables declarations by type, then alphabetic
(include parameters as necessary)
C
C local variable descriptions including parameters, listed
alphabetically
C
body of routine
END
Example 8
All routines should follow the general format outlined above.
See Appendix C for a complete system following this layout.
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1. Thb first several lines of the source code should identify
the routine.
SPCSCcq
^A^ASS•s^*sss*ss^s*i*s*ss*s**ss*s*ssssss**sus**sASSSS***s^s^^ss*^sssssss'
C	 SPCSCN	 REFCRMlTS CNE SPECSCAN TAPE TO CNE LARSYS RUN.
C WRITTEN 02/1 4/7 BY CATKR NE KOZIMVI	 FCR SRET FY79 CCNTFACT
C REVISED C4/04M BV CATHERINE KCZ M SKI
C REVISED CTM /79 BY CATHERINE KOZLOtSKI
C
ssss^ASSS^*^**sus* s****s*s*** t+F±^s ►*ttstee^^s*s+^sss^x^sssss^^^s:*^s^asss^'
Example 9
2. After the IMPLICIT INTEGER * 4 statement, there should be
A detailed.description of the routine.
C	 SPCSCN
C	 THIS PROGRAM AND ITS SUeRCUTINES REFCRMAT A 7-TRC .CK (PCCE 3)
C	 OR'9-TRACK *CC BPI SPECSCAN TAPE TO A 9-7RACK 1600 BPI LARSYS
C	 DATA RUN. TFE ORIGINAL SPECSCAN TAFE FCR UHICH THIS SCFTNARE WAS
C	 WRITTEN WAS RECIIVED FRCP RCBERT A. GCOCDING, TECHNICCLCR GRAPHIC
C	 SERVICES INC. (TEXAS OPERATICNS LMCN B. JCHKSCN SPACE CENTER,
C	 P.O. BOX SeSE39 HOUSTON, TEXAS f/7MI.
C	 TFE INPUT TAPE FAS CNE OR PCRE FYLES, EACH FILE CCRRESPCNCINC TO 1
C	 ChANNEL OF CATA ON THE LARSYS TAPE. ALL RECCRCS CN ThF INPUT TAPE
C	 ARE 1008 BYTES LONG. TFE FIRST INPLT RECORC OF EACH FILE MAY
C	 BE AN IC RECCRO	 IF 17 IS, THE FIRST EYTE ECUALS HEXICECIMAL
C	 t?F • OR I FF • AN[ THE RECORC„IS SKIPFED CURING PRCCESSING CF CATA.
C	 IT IS ASSUMEC ETCH FILE HASTHE SAME NUPeER OF RECCRCS ANC•
C	 IF ONE FILE FAS AN I0, THEY ALL HAVE ID RECCRCS.
C	 IT IS ALSO A!SUPED THAT THE nNLY SIZE OF CNE SPECSCAN INPUT
C	 RFCORC IS 1CC8 BYTES. HOWEVER, ONE LINE OF SPECSCAN INPUT MAY
C	 BE SEVERAL INPUT RECORDS LCNG.
CONTINLE
C	 TFE PROGRAM REGIIRES ONE TEPPCRARY CISK ANC TWO TAPE CRIVES.
C	 TFE EXEC CACLLAIES THE AMOLNT CF IEPP SFACE NEEDEC FOR THE D ATA
C	 TC BE TRANSFERRED. THE INPUT TAPE CRIVE IS ASSIGNED UNIT NUPBER 12
C	 IT MAY BE A 7 OR 9 TRACK DRIVE. THE OUTPUT TAPE CRIVE IS ASSIGNEC
C	 UNIT NUMBEk 11 IT IS A 9 TRACK DPI%E.
CCNTIhLE
C	 TFE PROGRAM FIRST TRANSFER! THE IAPLT TAPE FILES TG DISK. TEEN
C	 IT SETS UP TFE LARSYS ID RECnRO. INPUT DATA IS REFCRPATTEC LINE
C	 BY LINE. EACH INPUT LINE GOES THRCLGH THE FCLLCWING PRCCESSINGG
C	 1) INPUT FUF ChANNEL N IS READ FROM CISK N INTO A TEPP BUFFER.
C	 2) THE DATA IN THE TEMP BUFFER IS RCFORPATTEC FRCP 2 BYTES
C	 PER VALUE TO 1 BYTE PER VALUE. TPE CATA IS INVERTEC (BLACK
C	 TO WHITE * AT THIS TIDE. IF NECESSARY, THE DATA IS ALSO
C	 FLIPPEC LEFT TO RIGFT.
C31 THE CATA IS MOVED TC A LARSY!-FnRNAT CATA LINE
C	 AND URITEN TO TAPE.
Example 10
In the above example, special features and limitations of the
routine have been noted. Special features are 1) the input can
be on either a 7 - track or 9- track tape, and 2) the data can be
flipped left to right. Limitations are 1) if one input file has
an id record, all input files must have ids, and 2) the routine
requires two tape drives and one temporary disk.
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3. Input requirements must be specified.
C	 THE INPUT IS AN ARRAY OF DATA VALUES IN SFECSCAN TAPE
C	 EACHACATA VALUE IS ASSUMED TO BE CNE 3-811 FIELD IN
C	 AN 8-BIT BYTE ANC ONE 6-8IT FIELC IN AN 8-817 BYTE•
C	 THESE TWO FIELDS REPRESENTING CNE DATA VALUE RANGING
C	 r, FROM 0 TO S I I.
Example 11
4. Output from a routine must be described.
C ,	 THE OLTPUT 11 AN ARRAY CF DATA VALUES %11H EACH 2 BYTES
C	 REPRESENTING ONE a-8I7 CATA VALUE (TI-E FIRST BYTE IS SET TC ZERC',
C	 ANC THE SECOND BYTE CONTAINS THE CATA). CUTPLT VALUES RANGE
C	 BETWEEN 0 ANC 255.
Example 12
5. The source listing must include all non-system subroutines
called.
C TFE NON-SYSTEM SUBRULTINES LSED AREL
C EOT FRITES END-CF-TAPE RECCRC N CLTPUT TAPE.
C GTDATE RETURNS TODAYS ' S DATE IN CFARA'CTER FCRPAT.
C WRITE MOUNTS OUTPLT TAPE AND WRITE! OITPUT kLN IO RECORD.
C MOUNT MOUNTS INPUT TAPE.
C MCVBYI MOVES BYTES FROM INPUT BLFFER TC CUTPUT PUFFER.
C SPCDAI TRANSLATES CATA FROM A 9-BIT FORMAT TO AN 8-BIT
CSPCSAF
OU
TC^TATES 1HE NUMBER OF	 SAMPLES PER CHANNEL
	
IN THE
C TAPOP (EPTRY POINTS 1OPEF, TCPFF,
C TOPRO,	 TOPhR)	 PERFCRMS TAPE I/C FUNCTICNS.
C
CC****^a*+x*#******^**^t*z^***x^^****************^t***s^#**s**s*^^sAS*+t ^1*4*****
C
C
Example 13
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6. All local variables must be declared (as necessary) and
described.
^**+ass+^***s ►***ss******^► **ss*+ees****e**sesx^^*s*eesss3^**sss**ss:ses**e*C IINTEGERE*04/O;FCNT /5C4/ 9
 MAXOAT 1500/• NCNDAT /4/ t RLIMIT /5/9
C
C	 INTEGER * c BIFFEZI5041
C	 LOGICAL * 4 I[FLG
C	 LOGICAL * I INBUFIIOCEI
C
EQUIVALENCE (SUFFER. INBLFI
(*a*ssas******s* s**^***s***s*********s*:#sa^^*s*^s**+^**sss^sas^*^*^***ss
C
C	 LOCAL VARIABLE DESCRIPTICNS
C	 ACJUST TEMPORARY VARIABLE LSED TO ACJUST SAMPLE CCUNT TC BE EVENLY
C	 DIVISIBLE BY 4.
C	 BUFCNT NLMBER OF ELEMENTS IN INPUT SUFFER,
C	 BUFFER INPUT BUFFER IN INTEGER * 2 FORMAT.
C	 CISP	 CISPLACEMENT INTO INPUT BUFFER,
C	 ICFLG FLAG INDICATIANG WHETHER FIRST INPUT RECORD CF ThE FILE IS
C	 AN ID RECORD. IF ICFLG IS SET, FIRST RECCRC IS AN ID.
C	 INEUF INPUT BUFFER IN LO G ICAL * 1 FORMAT.
C	 LSTVAL LAST CATA VALUE IN INPUT BUFFER.
C	 MAXDAT MAXIMLM NUMBER OF DATA VALUES POSSIBLE IN CNE INPUT RECORD.
CON T I NLE
C	 NCNCAT NUMBER OF NON —DATA ^ALLES IN INPLT BLFFER.
C	 NREAD NUMBER OF CONSECLTIVE RECORD! READ WHEN SEARCH FCR ZERO DATA
C	 VALUES.
C	 NSAMP NUMBER OF SAMPLES PER CHANNEL THAT WILL BE IN LARSYS CUTPUT.
C	 PREVAL PFEVICUS DATA VALUE IN INPLT BUFFER. USEC TC SEARCF
C	 BACKkARCS IN INPLT RECORD.
C	 RLIMIT UPPER LIMIT CN THE NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE READS TC PERFORM
C	 BEFORE TERMINATING SEARCH FOR ZERO DATA VALUES.
C	 TOTAL RUNNING 107AL USED TC CALCULATE NUMBER CF SAMPLES.
C	 UNIT	 DISK LNIT FROM %I-ICh TO READ INPLT RECORDS.
C	 ZERO	 TH CCNSIANT ZERO.
C
C**ass****^*sassss*:*ss•sss***asssa***ss*sxy•*ss^*^sss**ss*^****^*******
(•*a*sssas^*ss*ssssss*ss***^►**s*s**s+^s*:s*sus*ss^smss#s*ssssssss^ss*ss**
C
Example 14
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C. Comments Within The Body of a Routine
1. Highlight comments that describe large sections of code.
See Appendix C for examples.
2. Comments by themselves should describe thf7 flow of the
routine in sufficient detail so a reader can understand the
routine without looking at the code.
3. Inobvious programming "tricks" must be explained in detail
including the reason for the trick.
4. Specific suggestions:
a. Comment a control card computed GO TO so that it is
apparent which label corresponds to which key word.
IMPLICIT INTEGER * 4 IA - t)C
INTEGER * 4 KEYLST(7)
C CATA KEYLST / 1*INP 9 9 O REFU', 'INP09 'SCRA II , • CUTP•,1	 'END•,	 • -C OM'/C
DATA KEYSZ /7/C
CC
C	 GALL CTLWRC(CIRD, COL, KEYLST, KEYSZ, CODE, REAUIN, ERROR)C	 *INP	 REFO	 INPL
	 SCRA	 CUTP	 EKD	 -CCF
C	
GOTO (1000, ;0009
	 30009
	 4000 9
	50009	 6000 9
	7000)9 CODE
1000 CONTINLE
2000 CONTINUE3000 CONTINLE
4000 CONTINUE
5000 CONTINUE
6000 CONTINLE
7000 CONTINUESTOP
ENO
Example 15
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b. Continent logical program structures with statements
such as:
C
C WHILE NOT END-OF-FILE PROCESS DATA
C
C
C REPEAT LINE PROCESSING UNTIL END-OF-FILE
C
C
C IF GOOD DATA THEN PROCESS IT
C	 ELSE PRINT ERROR MESSAGE
C
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APPENDIX A
R
E
Keywor^& Q Qption Parameter Function
INPUT * TAPE (xxxx) Input tape number.
.OUTPUT * TAPE (yyyy) Output tape number.
FIRST Indicates that output
run sequencing starts at
beginning of tape.l
LAST Indicates that output run
sequencing starts after the
last run sequence already
on tape.l
RUSE ( aaaa) Start output run sequencing
at output run sequence
number aaaa.l
INRUS FRUSE (bbbb) Indicates first input run
to be CF!Wed.2
LRUSE (cccc) Indicates last input run
sequence to be CFMRPed.2
END * (none) Indicates end of a processing
group.
SEND (none) Indicates end of all
processing.
Default
(none)
(none)
(none)
i
(none)
(none)
bbbb-'FIRS'
cccc-999999999
07-20-79
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* * * CFMRP Control Cards * * *
NOTES:
1. Must have a FIRST, LAST, or RUSE option.
2. The defaults are set up so the entire input tape would be CFMRPed. Therefore,
a deck setup of
INPUT TAPE (9900)
OUTPUT TAPE(9901),FIRST
END
SEND
would CFMRP all the run sequences on tape 9900 an4 ,gut the output on tape 9901
starting at run sequence 1.
45
	 0-20-79
* * * CFMRP Control Cards * * * (cont)
A deck setub of
INPUT TAPE(9902)
OUTPUT TAPE(9903),RUSE(5)
INRUSE FRUSE(7), LRUSE(15)
INRUSE FRUSE(20), LRUSE(25)
END
SEND
would CFMRP run sequences 7 to 15 inclusive and 20-25 inclusive on tape 9902
and put the output on tape 9903 as run sequences 5 to 19 inclusive.
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LARS Program Abstract ' ' 475
MODULE IDENTIFICATION
Module Names IDEDT	 Function Name:
Purpose: Edit ID record and modify data of MSS tape__
System/Language: 3601FORTRAN
Author: Laura Wallace	 Date: 71 8178
Latest Revisor: Laura Wallace	 Dates jO/oS17A
MODULE ABSTRACT
Through control cards, the ID record of a LARSYS formatted MSS data tape
(either 800 or 1600 BPI) is edited and output to another LARSYS formatted
tape (1600 BPI). More than one input tape may be concatenated onto one output
tape if the total line count comprises less than 952 of the output tape. There
is an option to remove ancillary data in the data records (see MODTAP subroutine
abstract). There is also an option to ROTATE the data 180 degrees, north-south
(see ROTATT subroutine abstract).
PURDUE UNIVERSITY
Laboratf,ty for Applications of Remote Sensing
1220 Potter Drive
West Lafayette, Indiana 47906
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1. MODULE ABSTRACT:
A. Input:
Input is expected from the card reader (device 5).
Note: The FILEDEF in the EXEC allows input to be on disk.
B. EXEC Cards Needed
GETDISK LARSYS ADR 19A MODE A
LOAD IDEDT (CLEAR NOMAD)
USE CTLM BCDVAL CPFUNC
FILEDEF 5 DSK-Pl 6 1 b 2
START IDEDT
FILEDEF * CLEAR
b EXIT
C. Running IDEDT from the Terminal
IPL REFORM
_ IDEDT filename filetype (RUN IDEDT FROM ABOVE EXEC)
D. Running IDEDT from Batch
Batch Cards:
BATCH MACHINE BATONITE
BATCH ID userid username
BATCH OUTPUT printloc punchloc
EXEC$$
GETDISK REFORM 19D D
GETDISK userid 191 P RR DETACH PASS diskpasswurd
GLOBAL T REFRMLIB SYSLIB
EXEC IDEDT f ilename filetype
2. INTERNAL DESCRIPTION
All control cards are read. 'OPTION MMS' puts spectral band maximums and
minimums into a temporary ID array (TEMPID). EDIT puts new information into
the same TEMPID. When the 'END' is read all processing begins. The first
input tape is mounted and the ID is read. The number of lines in each of the
input tapes is counted and printed. The first N tapes are concatenated onto
the output tape. N is the number of tapes whose sum of total line count comprise
less than 95% of the output tape The ID record is then read from the input
tape and edited using the TEMPID. IDRITE gets the output tape and writes out
the ID. If the data is to be rotated 180 degrees then the tape is forward
spaced the number of lines to be written. Each line of data is then read (using
TOPRB if rotate option selected) from the input tape, modified if the K4S option
is given, rotated if requested, and written out to the output tape. The
LARS17 forms are printed. The tapes are rewound and detached.
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3.	 SUBROUTINES CALLED
BCDFIL MOUNT
CPFUNC RCOUNT
CTLPRM RINGIN
CTLWRD ROTDAT
EOT TOPFF
tVAL TOPFF
GTDATE TOPFS
WRITE TOPRB
IVAL TOPRD
LARS17 TOPRU
MODTAP TOPWR
4. INPUT DESCRIPTION
R
E	 KEY CONTROL
WORDD(COL.1) PARAMETER DEFAULT
*	 INPUT TAPE(XXX) MAX OF S INPUT TAPES 00000
FILE(FF) LOCATION OF FILES FOR INPUT 1
RUN (X) TO BE IMPLEMENTED AT A LATER DATE (NONE)
DENSITY(XXXX) DENSITY OF INPUT TAPE 800 BPI
OUTPUT TAPE(XXX) OUTPUT TAPE (1600 BPI) OOOGO
FILE(FF) FILE LOCATION FOR OUTPUT 00000
RUN(IQIXM=) RUN NUMBER FOR OUTPUT TAPE (NONE)
OPTIONS MKS MODIFY DATA, ADD SPECTRAL BAND (NONE)
INFOR FOR MODULAR MULTISPECTRAL
SCANNER (MSS)
FORM(X) NUMBER OF LARS17 FORMS TO PRINT 8
.DEBUG PRINT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND OFF
VARIABLE VALUES
ROTATE ROTATE DATA 180 DEGREES.	 ONLY 923M DO NOT ROTATE
VALID FOR 1 INPUT TAPE. 	 ID(16)
AUTOMATICALLY CHANGES BY 180
DEGREES.
NOCOUNT DO NOT COUNT THE RECORDS ON THE COUNTS THEM
TAPE
LARS17 MISSION(XXX) MISSION NUMBER 0
SITE(XXX) SITE NUMBER 0
LINE(X) LINE NUMBER OF LINE-RUN- 0
RUN(X) RUN NUMBER OF LINE-RUN- 0
*	 EDIT X ELE4ENT OF ID TO BE EDITED (NONE)
NNNNN NEW VALUE (CAN BE INTEGER, REAL, (NONE)
OR ALPHANUMERIC)
*	 END BEGIN PROCESSING
NOTE: The run number for the output tape is the same run number as in the input
tape id record unless the 'RUN' parameter is specified on the 'output'
keyword or 'edit' for ID M is used. Since the keywords are operated on
in order, the keyword which is later in the list of keywords input will
take precedence over previous changes.
I
I	 9
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5. OUTPUT DESCRIPTION
Control cards will be printed, followed by the number of lines of data on
the input tapes (unless NOCOUN'I option specified) and which tapes were actually
read and the new value for the number of data lines, as put in ID(20).
The previous values and new values for all edited elements of the ID record are
printed. IDRITE prints the percentage the input will take and any information
pertaining to the run number, followed by the IDPRINT of the tape. The LARS17
forms are printed (caused by LARS17 subroutine).
ERROR MESSAGES: (All errors cause the program to halt. The tapes are rewound
and detached.)
ERROR ON CARD --- (the card is echoed)
JOB HALTED --- No output written on tape
INPUT TAPE NOT WRITE PROTECTED. HALTED.
** FAT DETECTED ON INPUT TAPE BEFORE ALL LINES READ
**	 WITH NO 2ND INPUT TAPE GIVEN
**	 NUMBER OF LINES ACTUALLY WRITTEN - XXXXX
**NO MORE ROOM ON OUTPUT TAPE. LINES WRITTEN = XXX
***RUN
	
IS ILL DEFINED -- JOB TERMINATED
TOPRB. PRO(
	
TERMINATED. OUTPUT TAPE PARTIALLY
	 -
WRITTEN THRU XSX RECORDS.
ILLEGAL --- CANNOT HAVE MORE THAN ONE INPUT TAPE WITH ROTATE
OPTION ---JOB TERMINATED. NO OUTPUT.
6. SUBROUTINE AND ENTRY POINTS CALLED
RCOUNT
ROTDAT
CTLWRD
CTLWRD
CTLPRM
BCDVAL
IVAL
FVAL
BCDFIL
TAPOP
TOPRR
TOPRD
TOPRU
TOPBF
EOT
CPFUNC
IDRITE
LARS17
MODTAP
REVERS
7. SAMPLE CONTROL CARD DECK
INPUT TAPE (26,27), FILE(1,1), DENSITY(800)
OPTIONS MMS,FORM(4)
LARS17 MISSION(365),SITE(194),LINE(2),RUN(1)
EDIT	 3,77007500
EDIT	 7, LINE 2 RUN1 HAND
EDIT	 21, 44.58
END
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FILED SPCSCN
	
EXEC
	
A	 PURCUE / LARS 3031
*
*	 kPITTEN 07/02/79 PY CATHERINE KOZLCWSKI FCR SRET FV79 CONTRACT
•
EBEGTVPE
HOW MANY FILES WILL BE TRPNSFERREO TC DISK, HOk FANY RECCFDS
PER FILE
FEND
*
EREAC VARS EAFILE ENREC
*	 CALCULATE hCM MANY CYLINDERS OF 3350 TEMP SPACE IS AEECED
*
&TOT = ENFILE s ENREC * 1C01
ENCYL = &TOT / 460000
ENCYL = &hCYL * 1
&TYPE ENCYL CYL OF 3350 TEMP SPACE %ILL BE REOLESTO
OEF T3350 25C ENCYL
&IF &RETCCCE NE 91 EGOTO -GOTCSK
&TYPE TEMP CISK WITH ENCYL OF SPACE NCT AVAIL.
&EXIT
-GOTCSK &IF ERETCCCE EG 92 EGOTC -FORMATD
FORMAT 250 e
-FORMATD ACCESS 25C Q (ERASE
GLOBAL TXTLIB REFRMLIB CHSLIE FORTRAN
LOAC SPCSCN TAPCP 1 NOMAP CLEAR
FILEDEF 5 READER
FILECEF 6 PRINTER (RECFM FA
FILEDEF 7 PUNCF
FILECEF 15 TERM (PERM
FILEDEF 16 TERP (PERM
* OUTPUT TAPE
FILEDEF 11 TAPI (PERM
* INPUT TAPE
FILEDEF 12 TAP2 (PERM 7TRACK DEN 800 TRTCH C
* TEMPORARY DISK FILES
FILECEF 21 CISK SPEC FILEI BI (RECFM F LRECL ICOE BLKSIZE 1008
FILECEF 22 CISK SPEC FILET BI (RECFM F LRECL 1COF BLKSIZE 1008
FILEDEF 23 DISK SPEC FILES B) (RECFM F LRECL 1008 BLKSIZE 1008
START SPCSCA
CP CET 181
&EXIT
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TRAN IV G LEVEL
	 21	 SPCSCN	 DATE = 80121	 1/53/09
SPCSCN PUROUE / LARS 3031
C SPCSCN
sss*s^ssss*suss*+ra*s****sss,****s*sss^s**^s*sstsss^s^ssssssss*+esyssssx
SPCSCN	 REFCRMATS ONE SPECSCAN TAPE TO ONE LARSYS RUN.C
WkITTE402114/75 BY CATHERINE KOZLOUSKI 	 FCR SRET FY79 CCNTRACT
REVISED C4/04/7S BY CATHERINE KOZLC$SKI
REVISED (7/02/79 BY CATHERINE KOZLO ► SKI
sass*^*ss*sss*ss*s***s****sass**s*sass,ss^sssss^sssssssssss*ss*sss*ssr^
C
it IMPLICIT
	
INTECER * 4	 IA-11
C
C SPCSCN
C THIS PROGRAM AND ITS SUBROUTINES REFCRMAT A 7-TRACK 	 (MICE 3)
9-TRACK 8CC BPI SPECSCAN TAPE TO A 9-TRACK 1600 BPI 	 LARSYS
C
OR
DATA RUN.	 TIE CRIGINAL SPECSCAN TAFE FIR WHICH THIS SCFTWARE WAS
WRITTEN %AS RECIIVEC FROM ROBERT A. GOCCDINC, TECHNICCLCR GRAPHIC
INC.	 (TEXAS OPERATIONS, LYNDON B. 	 JOHNSCN SPACE CENTER•
C
SERVICES
P.O. BOX 588139 HOUSTON 	 TEXAS 7705e).
^R	 TO 1C TFE INPUT TAPE IAS ENE	 PCRE FILES, EACH FILE CCRRESPCNCINC
C CHANNEL OF DATA ON THE LARSYS TAPE. 	 ALL RECCRDS ON THE	 INPUT TAPE
C ARE 1008 BYTES	 LONG.	 THE FIRST INPUT RECORD OF EACH FILE PAV
C BE AN ID RECORD -- IF IT IS, THE FIRST BYTE ECUALS HEXICECIMAL
C 03FO OR • FF • ANC THE RECORC IS SKIPPED CURING PROCESSING OF CATA.
C IT IS ASSUME[ EACH FILE HAS THE SAME NUMBER 	 OF RECORDS AND,
C IF ONE FILE IAS AN I09 	 THEV ALL HAVE ID RECORDS,
C IT IS ALSO ASSUMED THAT THE ONLY SIZE OF ONE SPECSCAN INPUT
C RECORD IS IOCS BYTES.	 HOWEVER, ONE LINE OF SPECSCAN INPUT MAY
C BE SEVERAL
	
INPUT RECORDS LING.
Z2
C TFE PROGRAM REGLIRES ONE TEPPORARY CISK AND TWC TAPE DRIVES.
C T(-E EXEC CACL'LAIES THE AMOLNT OF TEMP SPACE NEEDED FOR THE DATA
C TC BE TRANSFERRED.	 THE INPUT TAPE CRIVE IS ASSIGNED UNIT NUMBER 12
C IT MAY BE A	 I OR 9 TRACK DRIVE.	 THE CUTFUT TAPE CRIVE	 IS ASSIGNED
C UNIT NUMBER	 11	 IT	 IS A 9	 TRACK DRIVE.
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C TIE PROGRAM FIRST TRANSFERS THE NIAP Q TAPE FILES TC DISK. 	 TI-EN
C IT SETS UP TIE	 LARSYS ID RECORD.	 INPUT DATA IS REFCRPATTEC LINE
C BY LINE.	 EACH	 INPUT LINE GOES THROLGH THE FCLLCUING PRCCESSINGO
C 1)	 INPUT FOR CHANNEL N IS READ FROM OIS K N INTO A TEMP BUFFER.
C 2)	 THE CATA IN THE	 TEMP BUFFER	 1S REFORPATTEC FROM 2 EYTES
C PER VALUE TO 1 BYTE PER VALUE.	 THE CATA	 IS INVERTEC	 (BLACK
C TC WHITEI AT THIS TIME.	 IF	 NECESSARY, THE DATA 	 IS	 AL50
C FLIPPED	 LEFT TO RIGHT.
C 3)	 THE CATA IS MOVED TC A LARSYS-FORMAT DATA LINE
C AND WRITEN TO TAPE.
04 CCNTINLF
T1-E NON-SYSTEM SUBROUTINES LSED AREC
C
EOT	 4RITES END-CF-TAPE RECORD N CLTPUT TAPE,
C GTCATE	 FETLRNS 70DAYS • S DATE IN CHARACTER FGRPAT.
C ICRITE	 MOUNTS OLTPLT TAPE AND WRITES OUTPUT RUN IC RECORD,
C MOUNT	 IOUNTS INPUT TAPE.
C MOVBYI	 DOVES BYTES FROP INPUT BUFFER TO OUTPUT 	 eUFFEF.
C SPCOAI	 TRANSLATES CATA FROM A 9-8I1 FORMAT TO AN 8-BIT
C SPCSAP	 CALCULATES	 THE NUMBEF OF	 SAMPLES PER CHANNEL	 IN THE
C CUTPUT.
C TAPOP (ENTRY POINTS 70PEF t TCPFF,
C TOPRO,	 10P10)	 PERFERMS TAPE I/C FUNCTICNS.
C
C
CsAAS^^sss***s*ss*s:*sss******s****s*s*:s*sssxsstssss ► s*ssssass*:sass*ss
C
C
15 CCPPCN /SPCCUP/
C INTECER * 2 VARIABLES
1	 INDA19	 [UTDAT
C
I (AL * i VARIABLES2	 FL IP CG
to 4^.rQ.R'e!4^Y.. ♦...^... _.. . ...
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tTRAN	 1V G LEVEL	 21 SPCSCN	 DATE = 80121	 10/53/09
SPCSCN PURDUE / LARS 3031
C
C
106 INTEGER * c'	 IFDATIl00C019 OU7DATIl000C)C
1 07 LOGICAL *	 1 FLIPC
C
Cslslsss!##!##*#s**#***!!**###****#!##*ss!*s•#*!s!lsssssls*ss!•!s!s*!!*!
CC LOCAL %AR IABLESCC
i08 REAL ! 4 TIME
Ci09 INTEGER * 4 BLANK/ •	 • /,	 F1UNT/21 /	 F2UNT/22/9	 F3UNT /23/9
1 HEXFF /Z3F/ 9	HEXFF /ZF
g
/•	 INBCNT /1008/9
2
4
IhUN7/12/9	 MAXCkh/3/
	 MAXI S/500/,
MIXLCIIOCCO/9	
NO/INC	 •j •	 CUTIDI200)s
	
CUTLNT/11/9
C
.10 LOGICAL # 4	 ICFLG
C11 INTEGER * 2 L IROAT 150001 ,
	
ROLL /Z7FFF/C
12 LOGICAL #	 I	 INBUF1100P1,	 ZERO/Z00/
C
C*#!#s*#*#*#*#*#!**!**!!**#*****#*!**s#s!#*!s*!ss*slss**!t*!!###s#**#**!
C
C LOCAL VARIABLE DEECRIP71CNS
C
C ANSW USED TO STORE ANShER TO QUESTIONS ASKED AT THE TERMINAL.
C BLINK THE CCNSIANT BLANK.
C ChKIC FIRST BYIE OF FIRST RECORD OF A FILE.
C COUNT BYTE COUNT USED IN CALLS TC TOPRC ANC TCPUR.
C CURCHN CI-ANNEL
	
CURRENTLY IN PROCESS.
C CURLIN LINE NUMBER OF LARSYS LINE CURRENTLY IN PRCCESS.
C CF)LE UNIT NUMBER OF DISK FILE CURRENTLY BEING PRCCESSEO.
C OISP DISPLACEMENT INTC LARSYS LINECURRENTLY BEING ASSEMBLED.
C FLIP FLAG	 INCICATING %HEIHER INPUT DATA NEEDS TO BE FLIPPEE
C LEFT TO RIGHT ON OUTPUT.	 IF FLIP IS SET, THE CATA SHCULD
C BE FLIPPED.13 CONTINUE
C FlUNT DISKLNIT WHERE FIRST TAPE FILE	 IS TRANSFERRED.
C F2UNT DISK LNI1 WHERE SECCND TAPE FILE	 IS TRANSFERREC.
C F3UNT DISK LNI1 WHERE THRID TAPE FILE	 IS TRANSFERRED.
C HEXFLG ECUALETFE	 IO FLAG FGR THE INPUT TAPE (DEPENDS ON
C FORMAT OF INPUT TAPE).
C HEXFF CCNSTANT EQUAL TO 3F HEXIDECIPAL.	 AN INPUT RECORC	 IS
C AN	 RECORD IF THE FIRST BYTE ECUALS HEX 3F	 (7 TRACK FORMAT)
HEXFF 55ID
ANN I0 RECORDAIFTTHEFFIRSTEBYTELECUALSIHEXTFFE(9TRACKFORMAT)C
C ICFLG FLAG	 INIECATING UHE1HER FIRST INPUT RECCRC OF A FILE	 IS AN	 IC
C IF	 IOFLG	 IS	 SET	 FIRST RECORD	 IS AN ID.
C INBCNT NUMBER Of BYTE IN AN INPUT RECORD.
C INEUF BUFFER FOR	 INPUT RECORDS,
C INL'AT INTERMECIATE LINE BUFFER WITF THE VALL:ES IN SPECSCAN
C (THAT	 IS, INPUT)	 FORMAT.
14 C ONT I NUEC INFIL FILE NUMBER OF FIRST INPUT FILE.	 THERE IS A TCTAL CF 3
C INPUT FILES.
C INTAP INPUT TAFE NUMBER.
C INLNT UNIT NUMBER OF INPUT TAPE,
C LARDAT BUFFER FCR A PROCESSED LINE CF LARSYS DATA.
C LL. T BYTE COUNT FOR ONE LINE OF LARSYS DATA.
C MAXC14 N MAXIMLM NUMBER OF DATA CHANNELS THIS ROUTINE CAN HANDLE
C MAXIN MAXIML;M NUMBER OF DATA VALLE! IN CNE 	 INPUT RECCRC.
C MAXLC MAXIMLM NUMBER OF BYTES ALLOMEO	 IN CNE LINE OF LARSYS DATA.
C MCCUNT NUMBER OF BYTES TO TRANSFER FROM INPUT BEFFER TO
C INTERMEDIATE LARSYS LINE BUFFER.
C NCAL NUMBER OF CALIBRATION BYTES FER CHANNEL IN INTERMECIATEC LARSYS LINE BUFFER.
55
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C	 NCHAN NUMBER Of CHANNELS CF DATA.
Sr	 NCAT	 NUMBER Of DATA BYTES PER CHANNEL IN IATERPEOIATE LARSYS
TTAeUPBERCL	 NLINE
	
OL N  OF `ARSVS DATA LINES.
115	
C	 NC	 CONSTANT EQUAL TC •NCCNTIN
UE
NSAMP NUMBER OF SAMPLES PER CHANNEL PEP LINE (INCLUDING GALIBRATICN
ONFOUT NUMBER Of INPUT RECCROS THAT CORRESPCNO TC ONE ChANN'EL• ONE
LINE CF OUTPUT.
OUTCAT INTERPECIATE LARSYS DATA LINE BUFFER, EACH DATA VALUE TAKES
2 BYTES EUT ACTUAL CATA IS IN SECOND BYTE.
C	 OLTIO ID RECORC FOR OUTPUTTED LARSYS DATA.
1^6	 CCNTINUE
C	 OUTPUT UNIT NUMBER FOR OUTPUT TAPE.C	 REC
	
NUMBER OF REJORDS IN ONE INPLT FILE.
C	 ROLL	 ROLL PARAMET R FCR ENE LARSYS LINE.
C	 TAPMOC TAPE POLE OF INPUT TA'E.
C	
T 1PE
	
TIME CF JOB IN SECONDS.
TIMEI START TIME OF JOB IN MILLESECCNDS,
TIME2 STOP TIME OF JOB IN PILLESEGCNOS.
C	 TRK7
	
CONSTANT EQUAL TO 97TRK'.
C	 ZERO	 CONSTANT BYTE EQUAL TO CO HE)IOECIPAL.
Ct#*y##^#*#####*###*t#*#####*##*****#*##f#**1#***^1##*#*###^*#^ #s *+1 st* #* **
C	 SET_INITIAL CONCITICNS
117	 T IME1 = T IPER (X 11 18	 COUNT s MAXLC)19	 C	 CALL MOVBYI(ZERO, 0, Co LARDAT• 0 9 1 9 COUNT)
CCsssss:*#ss*ss##ss*ss*S**S***SS*^s*s**SSS##*ss*ssss*##SS*SSSSS#SS^s^s*sss
C	 MOUNT INPUT TAPE AND TRANSFER DATA FILES TC DISK
C
C#SASS#sss*#####s**s:**##*S##sss*s##ssss#**S#*##s***S*S*#sss#*S*sss*#**S
C	 11
121
	 9050 FORMATf 6• ISQS[ I ENTER INPLT TAPE AND FILE NUMBERS 115914111
122	 REAO(15990E0) INTAP, INFIL
123
	 9060 FORMAT(I5 14)
124	 WRITE 1 169 C703 INTAP, INFIL
125	 9070 FORMAT( • IS07C INPUT TAPE IS • .IS, • ANC INPLT FILE IS1,I41126	 WRITE( 16,9C731
127	 9073 FORMAT(* IS073 ENTER NUMBER OF INPUT FILES AND MODE CF•,/,
1	 •	 TAPE (I3 1X A4)',/,
2	 • FOR TAPE MO ES 	 800 MEANS 9TRACK eOO EPI',/,
3	 •	 1600 MEANS 9TRACK 1600 BPI • /,4	 •	 7TRK P.EANS 7TRACK PODE 3 800 BPI •)128
	 PEAL'( 15 9074) NCHAN, TAPMCD129	 9074 FORMAT(
	
1X 94)
130	 WRITE11694	 i NCHAN,TAPPCO
131	 9075 FORMAT(' 19075 THERE ARE 4 9 13 9 4 INPUT FILES AND INPUT TAPE',/,
I	 •	 MODE IS ',A4 '	 (SFCSCNI•)132	 IF (NCHAN .LE. MAXCHNI GC TO 79
133
	 MRITE(699Ci7) NCHAN, PAXChN
)34	 WRITS( IE,9Cc77)NCHAN, PAXCHN
135
	
9077	 FORMAT(• AC77 • ,I4 • CHANNELS REOLESTEO FCR PRCCESSING BUT•,/.1	 •	 SPCSCN I^ SET LIP TO HANCLE CNLY 1 9I4 9 9
 CHANNELS',/,
2	 • ----- PROCESSING ABGRIEO (SPCSCN)•)
37	 79 CONTINUE
C
C	
SET FEXICECIPAL ID FLAG ACCORDING TC INPUT TAPE MODE
138	 HEXFLG = HEXFF
A
IF (TAPM00 .EC. TRK71 HEXFLG = hE)3F140
	
CALL MOUNT (IN 1AP INUN7 • RV* v TAPPOO)141
	
IF ( INFIL .EQ . 1 GO TO SC
142
	
CO 80 J = 2, INFIL
56
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143 CALL TOFFFIINUNTI144 80	 CON I INUE
45 90 CONTINUE
c
C SET UP VARIAKES TO TRANSFER FIRST EPECSCAN FILE TO
DISK FILE • SPEC FILE)•
1 46 CFILE = F1LNT
, 47 IOFLG = .FALSE.
49
CO 1150 J s 1	 NCHAN
,49p
RECIsOCCF^IE
15
1 51 100	 CONTINUEC
C
READ IN ONE RECCRO FROM TAPE
52 C COUNT = INBCNT
z
.54. CALL TOFRDIINUNT, 	 CCUNT, ERR, INBUFI
`
C CFECK FOR ENC OF TAPE FILE
C55 IF	 .EO. 1) GO TO 120(ERR
-56 IF	 REC .GT. 1) GO TO 105
C
C SET FLAG IF NE LAVE AN IO RECORD
158 CALL MOVBYT(INSUF	 0	 1	 CHKIO, 3, It	 11
TFLE.IC .EO. HEXhG j IaFLG	 .
X 50 10 	 CONT INU EHK
161 IF	 (ERR .EC. 01 GO TO 110E2 WRITE(6991001 ERR, REC,	 J
63
64
WRITE(1E,910C)ERR	 REC	 J
9100	 FCRMAT(• E91CO TOLD EAR= • ,I5, • Ch RECORO',I5, • OF FILE••
1	 I5,'	 (SPCSCNI.1
65 110	 CONTINUE
C
C WRITE RECORD TO DISK
C
66 WRITEIDFILE 9llC)	 INSUF
67 9110
68
GFORTCT(IC(ICCA1),8A1)
69 120	 CONTINUEC
C TRANSFER COMPLETE
70 WRITE(	 E,9120IJ
9120	 FORMAT($	 11120 JFILE • ,I5. •	TRANSFERRED TC DISK (SPCSCN)')172
ENC OF TAPE FILE WAS READ---SET UP %ARIABLES TO
C TRANSFER NEXT SPECSCAN FILE TC DISK
C73 CFILE = OF 1LE + 1
74 150 CONTINUE
C
C CETACH INPUT TRPE DRIVE SINCE ALL INPUT NCh IS CN DISK
C75 CALL CPFUNC(7,'DE7 182 6 CERRI
76 IF	 (CERR	 .EO. 01 GO TC 17C
77 WRITE1699110) CERR
78 WRllE11E•9I6C1 CERR
• ES16	 ERRCR	 • 9I39 8 RETURNED FROM CPFUNC	 (SPCSCN)•)
80 9170 CON TINUE
^f##ff^lff**#f!#f######ff###ff#f s#* ff##*f*#+1***##*f##ft#*^#i#*f*fff
C^^^# #*
C SET UP OUTPUT LARSYS ID RECORD AND MOUNT OUTPUT TAPE
#^/#f ii^lf####*#ffff#=ffffff#*#f#^R#fff*##^##**##ff^lftff###!###^##1#1#fff*##
57
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1081
	 C 200 CONTINUE
INITIALIZE LARSNS IC RECORC
1082
	 G`	 CALL MO%BY1(ZERO, C• C• OLTIOV 09 19 8001
4	 GET OUTPUT TAPE ANC FILE NLM13ERS
1p 83	 `	 WRITE( 1E,9i00
I.T84
	 9200	 FORMAT(' IQ& ENTER CLTPUT TAPE ANC FILE RMBERS (I5
1085	 1	 READIIS,92101TOUT10111 ,
OUTID021TE MILL SELECT FOR YOU=)I41',/,
1086	 9210	 FOR FAT 1 15 9  141
C
C GET RUN NUMBER
1087	 C	 WRITE	 99;301
1088	 9230	 FORMA 	 IS230 ENTER RUN NUMBER (le)')
1089	 REAO(15 9240) OUTIO(31
1090	 9240	 FORMAT(18)
C
C STORE CONTINLATION CODE ANC NUMBER CF CHANNELS
C
1891
	OUT 10141 - 0
19	
`	
CUT ID(5) - NC14AN
C	 CALCULATE NUMBED OF SAMPLES PER CHAFNEL PER LINE
C
1093	 CALL SPCSAF(NSAMP, F1LNT, IOFLGI
1094
	
	 OUTIC(61 - NSAMP
C
C	 GET FL IGl-T LINEC
1095	 WRITE(lEi,9i50)
1096	 6250	 FORMAT!• I425C ENTER FLIGHT LINE (4A411)
1897
	
REAO(15 92EC) CUTID(7), OUTIO(!1, CLTID19)9 OUTIC(10)
►098
	 9260	 FORMA T( ^iA4 1
C
C	
GLT CATE DATt W$S TAKEN
1099	 `	 WKITEIlE,927 1
► 100
	
9270	 FORMAT(* I42 T0 ENTER MONTH OAti HEAR DATA IWAS TAKEN 131411)
11c1	 REAC(L5,927510UTID1111, OUflcfl 1, CUTIC(131
1102	 9275	 FORMAT(3141
C
GET TIME DATA WAS TAKEN, ALTITLOE OF SENSOR PLATFORM,
ANC GROUND HEADING
1l 03	 WR ITEI6, 9273 1
11 C4	 9277 FORMAT • IS2 7 ENTER TIME TAKEN ALT. OF PLATFCRP, ANC GPOLNO',/,
1	 '	 hEACING	 (A49I1C I51Z1
IlCS	 REAO(15,92181 OU7IO(1419 OU^IO(15), OLTID116)
1106	 9278 FORMAT(A49110915)
C
C	
GET CATE DATA WAS REFORMATTED
1107	 G	 CALL GTCATEIOUTID(171)
LARSYSpRUNN--FIRSTFDETERMINE 
D A TA 
THATINPUTBDATAORECCRN 
TFE
S 
C
IL8	 OUTIO(2C) = REEC —
J189
	
	 IF IIDFLGI OU1ID12 1 = OU710120 — 1C
C	 THEN DETERMINE HOW MANY INPUT RECCRCS MAKE OF CNE OUTPUT LINE
C
1110	 ONEOUT = INSAMP + (MAXIN — 111 / MAXIN
1111	 OUTID(2C) = OUTIO(201 / ONEOUT
C	 GfT FRAME CENTER LATITUDE AND LONGITLOE
ATRAN IV G LEVEL
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)113 09279 FORMATI O^1S27S ENTER FRAME CENTER LAT	 E LCNG
	
(2F7.2161
)1
14
is
REAO115 92111 OUTIO1211 9	OUTID(221
9281 FORMATI12F7.2)
4	 PRINT OUT ASSEMELEO ID VALLiS FOR REViEM
)11 `	 WRiTEI1E•9i801	 1	 UTIO IJJI JJ IOI
'	 ^0	 (SPCSCN) ')11 9280	 FORMAT(//	 I92@^ OUTPUT	 SE	 UP Al0I	 SE	 ,/ •
•	 FI	 •	 /I	 T/A FE NC...' • 15 •' 	 L	 NC....	 , 4
i
2	 •	 RUN NO....'•IS
	 '	 cc	 To CCOE...•11
3	 N0. OF CHANNELI... • ,Ilr • 	 F	 L^S...',ILC•'	 NC.	 AP	 /•
•	 f5
4	 ' FL IGHT L i NE...',4A4 
IiMONTH OAY,YEAR...' I3 9 15 9 / 9rI • •
•	 ^ATA6	 TIFE	 TAKEN... s A^,/,7	 • AL 1I TLD E AND GR. AE 0I1►G...', I 1 C• I5•/ •
F	 • DATF REFORMATTED9..9,3A4,
9	 •	 NUMBER OF CATA LINES... • r	 j,/•0	 ' LAT E LONG...'•2F7.21)118 W):ItE(lE,9i9C)
31 9 9290	 FORMATI•	 IS290 ISS OUTPI;T ID OKl1r	 IVES OR NCI'1
)1 REAOf15 92551 ANSW
)1	 1 9295	 FORMAT1^41)122 IF	 (ANSW .EQ. NO) GO TO 2CC
C	 MCLNT OUTPUT TAFE AND WRITE OUT ID RECORD
C
)123 CALL IDRITE(OLTIO. OU7UN79 ERROR)
Css•sy^ISt+1^^ss^sASYSSS^ISS^RSSrsss*ssss^tss^R+R*1ss+1*^*A»AS+^+^swsslAS»s^^ssssM^
C
C	 PROCESS CATA --LINE BY LINE
CCsAAStt+^^sss^*ss^*st**»+^»*#ss*»s*s»*sssas**»»s^stttA+^^»y^s»ss»s*ys»*»»»w
c
C	 CFECK IF OUTPUT NEEDS TC BE FLIPPED LEFT TO RIGHT FRCM INPUT DATA
C
)124 MRITE(1699s'961
3125 9296 FCRMAT( • 	IS29E SHOULD THE OUTPUT CATA BE FLIPPED RIGHT TC LEFT
l	 '	 ANSWER YES OR NO	 (!PC SCNI')
REAC(15r922S5)31 Z6 ANSh
FLIP =	 .TFtLE.)127
3128 IF	 (ANSW	 .EC. NO) FLIP =	 .FALSE.
3129 IF	 (FLIP) 	 1mR I7E 1 6•	 92571
)13 IF	 (FLIP)	 URITE(16.92S7)
)131 FORMATI//• • 	1297 DATA WILL BE FLIPPEC LEFT TO RIGHT	 (SPCSCN)'109297
C	 PREPARE FOR LINE PRCCESSING
C
3132 CFILE	 - FIL"T)133 CO 296 J -	 1	 NCF+AN
3134 REWIND tF^IE
CFILE = OFILE ♦ 1) 135
) 36 296 CONTINUE
?137 LCNT - 4 + (NSAMP # NCHANI
= 
12NCAL	
SAMP - 6)
	
2
7139
C	 CfECK FOR OUTPUT GREATER TI-AN SIZE IF ULTPLT BUFFER
C)141 IF IN CNT OoCTo MA1LC
I 	 GO TO 420
C	 SKIP SPECSPAN	 IC RECORDS IF THEY ARE PRESENT
C3142 IF	 (.NOT.	 ICFLG)	 GO TC;	 3CC3143 CFILE	 = F1LNT
3144 CO 298 J	 1	 NCHAN
3145 REAOICg1L 0 00PENC=4CC1 INEUF
146 OFILE
58
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1
11
14 300 CONTINUENUE
POCCESS DATA LINE BY LINE
)149 CC 390 CURLIN n 	 i,NL IhE
READ IN ALL THE CHANNELS FEN ONE LINE
C
IISS
CfILE==CF14NT
CO 320 CUR`HN a It NCI-AN
0lTAIN ALL TtE
	
INPUT RECORDS THAT MAKE LP CNE CUTPUT CHANNEL FOR
ONE LINE
)153 DO 31C J	 1	 ONEOLI)1^ qq
)1^5
READ( 	 93C0 EN0 040C)
	
INBLF
;,8A1193u0	 FCRMAT(IC(^OCA1
TRANSFER THE DATA VALUES TL INPUT DATA LINE BUFFER---
sKIP FIRST 8 BYTES SINCE TFEY ARE X AND V INTERVAL
OFFSETS ANC SOT DATA.
)156 MCDUP7 = MAXIN s 2
)157 If	 (J	 .EQ.	 ONEOLT)	 MCOLNI	 =	 NDAT -	 ((IJ-11	 * MAXIN)	 * 21
)158 CALL MOVBYT(IN8LF,	 e,	 i t 	INCAI I 	CISP,	 I t 	NCCUNT))15q DISP = OlSP • MCCUNT
)lE0 310	 CONTINUE
C
C SET CALIBRATION BYTES FCR	 THIS CHANNEL
C
)161 CALL MO%BYT(ZERC,	 C9 Co	 IAOAT,	 CISP•
	
1 9	 KCAL)
)162 DISP = CISP + NCAL
`
C GC TO NEXT CI-ANNEL
C
)163 OFILE = DFILE •
	
1
3164 320	 CONTINUE
REFACK THE DATA FROM A S-BIT FIELD
	
IN 2 BYTES INIU A
8-SIT FIELD	 IN	 l BYTE
)165 CALL	 SPCDAT(NSAMP,	 NCI-ANI
C
SET UP LINE AND ROLL PARAMETER
)166 LARCAT(11	 - CURLIN
)1617 LARCAT(7)	 f ROIL
C
C TRANSFER DATA TC OLTPUT ARRAv, DELETING NCN-CATA BYTES
C)168 C CALL MO'vBY1(OUTDAT, 	 1,	 2,	 LAROAI,	 4 9	 I t LCNT-4)
C 00PUT ONE LINE
C)169 COUNT : L0T
317
317
CALL	 TOP1+R(OLTLNT9 COUNT	 ERR,	 LAPCATI
(ERRIF	 .EC.	 0)	 GO TO	 366
)17 WRITE(	 1,93501	 ERR, CURLIN
)173 MRITE(1t,9?501	 ERR,	 CLPLIN
3174 93501	 CORM T(IE9350 	 TOPIRR ERR= 0 9150
	
tARITING CUTPUT	 LINE* 9169
3175 360
	
CONTINUE
)176 IF	 IMOC(CLRLIN,100)	 .EL.	 C)	 URIIE(f,9360)	 CURLIN
3 ITS IF (MOD(CURLIN,100)	 .EC.	 C)	 MR(7E(1E,9360)	 CURL`IN178 9360	 FORMAT(•	 15360 1 ,17,'LINES PROCESSED	 (SPCSCNI'1
)179 390 CONTINUE
)180 CU TO	 950
^A•s^aasssssss*ss^toa#s*•ss^•s«*ssss.sssass*aa*s^+I*ssssss•sts*^ssasis*st+
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T lJPUIP
II FIjEkIARE NOT THE SAME LEPGTH SO LINE COUNT IS WRONG IN
*•1#iilssis•ssisMS/i*ii ♦sisssiiisl's«siisssiiiiiis•iiiiiiiiis^lisis#«tltii
318	 C 400
	 CONt NUE
X18	 WRiT 1 [.94 01NLINE, CURLIN
3183
	 BRIT IlE.9 40CINLINE CURLIN
31144	 9400	 FORPATI• E440& T p1ERE 1,AS A PREMATURE ERC-CF-FILE ON CAE CF THE•I	 • INPUT FILE' /•
3•jWSCNTHE/IhE lCUNT iN THE iD OF
• 9 I5 9 0 IS PROBABLY••
It4	 • PROBABLE LiNE COUNT IS ( • rl5r • - 11 BUT CHECK It
6	 •CIDFiF	 NECESSARYEOiT iSFCSC^1^1 •,/r
3185	 C	 CO TO 450
^
ASiiiii« i«s«•is i# •««s# 1«« «#«« s#««s««*«^ «« iii#«ili iiiii«ii«iiils /iii ss #f
4C
	 OUTPUT DATA LINES TCO BIG FCR CUTPUT BUFFER
(s1i1t1Ai«sstis«iiii 1«#«#««i#«#ii« fsss«si«si iiisi iiiiiiiiiiiiiii«Iii«iiil
3186	
C
C 420 CONTINUE
71(7	 %R TE(6 94201 LENT, PAXL4
J/ 8	 WR TE11^r94 01 L NT MAXIGG
3189	 9420 FORMATI / • 942C IN U7 DATA NEE05 1 9 179 9 BYTES CF BUFFER SP/CE BUT•
• SUiPUT BUFFER IS SET UP • /
=	 TO HANDLE OhLY • ,lT = jYTE(--- PROCESSING•,/r
3	 TERMINITED ABNORMALLY	 ^SP SCh 1
( iii«•«««ii««s«iiii+l#i1'*i«#s*s###««#+k««!s#*#1Mii/ii#ii1'#i##1i i+1«I^i«iiiR
4	 EKC TI-E JOB
`CIt« ♦«•iss iisis# vviy+R**«#«R#s##ii+k#s##«sys#iiviiiv#«s#is«ivO^vi»«Iii##i#x
C
3190
	
CC 450 CONTINUE
PUT ENC-OF-FILE MARK AT THE END OF THE CUTPUT RUN AND
 C
	
PLT END—OF— TAPE RECORD AFTER THAT
31991
9
	
C	 GAIL EOT(OLTI C.NCUTUNTr ERR$
C	 PRINT OUT TIPINC INFCRMATICN
C
3193	 TIME2	 TIPER(zt
3194	 TIME	 FLOATITiME2 — TIMEII / 1000.0
3195	 WRITE( 69946C) TIME
3196	 WRITE(16994,601 7110E
7197	 94601FGR10^lSPZSCNI•j0 CPU TIME FOR THl: JOB NAS • ,F10.3, • SEC.	 to
3158	 STOP
3199	 END
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3031
Mb CL LOCATION
COPPON
	
/SPCC
s y"BOt PAP LOCA WN SYMBOL LOOT
'OAT 0 OUTOAT
	 4E20 FLIP 9C40
SUBFROGRAMS CALLED
M6 L LOCATICh SYMBO	 LOCATION SYMBOL LOCATICN SYPBCL LOCIM E 74 MOVBYT	 178 IBCCM= 17C M.CUNTPRC
fit
CPFUNC	 18C SPCSAI1 190 GTCATF
COAT TOPMR	 IAO TOPEF IA4 ECT
SCALAR PAP
MBCL LOCATION SYMBOL
	
LOCATION SYMBOt LOCATICh SYPBCL LOC,
ANK E4
IFS
F1UNT	 2EB F2UNT 2EC F3UNT
INBCNT	 2FC INUNt 3C0 MAXCFKXLC 3C NO	 310 CUTLKI 314 TRK7
1lo4 COUNT
	 324 INTAP 328 INFILPMCC HEXFLG
	
338 J 33C C 	 I L E
AIUT
37d N4E(IL
	
374 NLINE 378 ELPLIN
RO
fh
396
M`OUNf	 380 7IME2 3eC TIME
PAP
MBCL LOCATION SYMIJOLARROLOCA71ON SYMBOL LOCATICh SYMBOL LOCH
TIC 398 LARDAT	 f88 INBLF 2CC8
FCRMAT	 STATEMENT MAP
M8C` LOCATICN SYMBOL
	
LOCATION 5YMHCl L(CATICN SYPBCL ACC,
9050 31C7 9060	 31FB 9C7C 32C1 9073 3.
9075 3313 9077	 3366 910( 33F3 9110 3,
916 346E 9200
	
34A3 921( 35CC 9230 3'925 3526 S26C
	
3558 921" 355L 9275 3'
927 35EF 9279	 35F7 92P) 3628 9280 31
9296 37e6 9296
	
3714A 9297 3819 93:;0 31
9360 389A 940C
	
3eC3 942C 3986 9460 31
'^
: CPTI NS IN	 FF E CTs ID•EBCCICSCURCE,NOLISTI
CIO	 NAME -	 SPSCN	 •	 LINECNf
CECK•NCLOAC•MAF
CPTI
I
ONS IN	 FF = 75
*
•STATIS71GS •SCCIACNOSTICSMGENERATC
;IZE	 =	 18334
NO
1S9,PKC(, kAM
... ftvL
	
.
	
.......w-.u.._...._.___......_..... _...._.
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C
SPCCAT
C
C
SPCCAT	 TRANSLITE 9—BI7 FIELDS TO 8-811 FIELDS
C WRITTEin 0;'/15179 BY CATHERINE KOZLCWSKI FCR SRET FY79 CONTRACT
C REIISEC 04/03/79 BY CATHERINE KOZLCWSKI
' C!!ti!#!!i!*ii#*+1*i!#!####i!**#*##!i*i#!!#*##!#!1!s!####HISS#^!!1#^s#*s!!s
C
0001 SUBRCUTINE SPCOAT(NSAMP. NCh.,")C
0002 IMPLICIT	 INTE(ER * 4 (A—Z1C
C SLBROUTINE TC TFANLATE 9—BIT FIELDS INTC 8 —BIT FIELCS.
C THE INPUT IS AN ARRAY OF DATA VALUES IN SPECSCAN TAPE
C EACNAOATA VALUE IS ASSUMED TO BE CNE 3-8I7 FIELD IN
C AN a—BIT EYTE AND ONE 6-8IT FIELC IN AN 8 —BIT BYTE*
C TI-ESE TWO FIELDS REPRESENTING ONE DATA VALUE RANGING
C FROM 0 TO 51I.
C THE OUTPUT IS AN ARRAY CF DATA VALUES WI70 EACH 2 BYTES
I . FIGUTP^TTVALUESERAhG 
ZERO 
C ANCRTHENSECOND BYTEBCONTAINSVTHEECATAE
C BETWEEN 0 ANC 255.
C
C
C ThIS ROUTINE CALLS NO SLBRCU?INES.
C! i!#s#** i###i*i###s*#*#**##*okR*#^t**#f*f*#^k^l^I!!# #!!#s###!*I^I^I#+1!###!#*s0
C
C
0003 COMMON /SPCCOM/
C INTECER * 2 VARIABLES
1	 INOAT,	 CUTOAT,
C LCGI(AL * 1 VARIABLES
2	 FLIP
C
C
0004 INTEGER * 2	 INDAT(10000), OU7DAT(1^n0C)
C
0005 LOGICAL *	 1 FLIP
C
C!!S*ss#!#! i#ai###*! S##i#*####*!*##**##*i#*# *!#l sssss##s ### #SSS^s^ss#! #i+^
C
C
LOCAL VARIABLES
0006 INTEGER * 4 N(AL/6/
C
C LOCAL	 1ARIABLE DESCRIPTIONS
C CCHAN	 CI-ANNEL CURRENTLY IN PROCESSING.
C CSAMP	 SAMPLE CURRENTLY IN PROCESSING.
C CURIN	 DISPLACEMENT INTO INPUT BUFFER FCR CURRENT SAMPLE.
C CUROUT DISPLACEMENT	 INTO OUTPUT BUFFER FCR CURRENT SAMPLE.
C DISP	 DISPLACEMENT INTC LINE BUFFER.	 FCINTS TC BYTE JUST
C BEFORE FIRST BYTE OF A CHANNEL.
C FLIP	 FLAG	 INDICATING MHETHER INPUT OAIA NEEDS TO BE FLIPPEC
C LEFT TO RIGHT ON OUTPUT.	 IF FLIP IS SET, THE DATA
C ShOULC BE FLIPPEC.
0007 CONTINUE
C HEIT	 WORK SPACE FOR 3 MOST SIGNIFICANT 317S CF INPUT CATA.
C LBIT	 WORK	 SPACE FOR 6 LEAST SIGNIFICANT BITS CF INPUT CATA VALUES,
C MCAT	 LINE BUFFER MITH DATA IN INPUT FORMAT.
C NCAL	 NUMBER Of CALIBRATION VAUES PER CHANNL.
C NCHAN	 NUMBER Of CHANNELS CF DATA PER LINE.
C NCATA	 NUMBEROf DATA SAMPLES PER CHANNEL.
C NSAMP	 NUMBER Of SAMPLES PER CHANNEL.
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C TUTDAT LINE EUFfER WITH OTA IN OUTPUT FCRMAT,EMP	 WORK SPACE USED IN CALCULATICN OF HBIT AND LBIT.
ssas*s*s*s*sssasssASas*:sssssa*s**sssssasas•*as»aa•*s^^a^s^ia^a^ssaraas
Casyssas **ass**a^aaa*aaaassa**a**aa*aas^*as•ss^s^sa^^^sa^r^awa^*teas*aaa
SET NUMBER OF NON-CALIBRATION DATA VALUES
1008 NDATA - NSAMP - NCAL
PROCESS THE INPUT ARRAY CHANNEL BV CHANNEL
1009 00 430 CCHAN = I t NCHAN
CALCULATE POINTER TO BEGINNING OF CURRENT CHANNELC
1010 DISP - (MAN - 11 * hSAMPC
C PRCCESS THE CAT$ CHANNEL SAMPLE BV SAMPLE
)011 CO 330 CSAtP = It NDATA
C
C CALCULATE PONTERS TO CURRENT INPUT CATA VALUE ANC
C ITS CORRESPONDING OUTPUT DATA VALUE
C NOTE THAT OUTPUT DATA MILL BE REVERSED LEFT TC
RIGHT FROM	 INPUT DATA IF FLIP FLAG IS SETC
1012 CURIN = DISP + CSAMP
1013 CUROLT = CURIN
1014 IF (FLIF) CUROUT = DISP + (NDATA - CSAPP + 1)
C
C PUT THE '-BIT INPUT FIELD INTO THE 3 MOST SIGNIFICANT BITS OF
C TEMPORARY OUTPUT 9-BIT FIELC
C1015 TEMP =	 INDATICURINI1016 I-BIT -	 TEMP /
 256
1017 +BIT = IBIT * 64
c
C
C
FIELDPUT THE 6-6I7 IFPUT	 INTO THE E LEAST SIGNIFICANT BITS CF THE
TEMPORARY OUTPUT 9-8IT FIELD
C
1018
1019
LBIT s F00(TEMP	 64)
C
TEMP = FBIT + LBIT
C STORE THE TEMPORARY FIELD IN THE CUTPUT ARRAY.
C TRANSLATE THE 9-BIT FIELD	 INTO AN 8-BIT FIELC BY ORCPPING
C TIE RIGHT-MOST EIT.
C SINCE THE INPUT IS A NEGATIVE	 IMAGE
	
THE GUTPUT IMAGE
C IS INVERTED TO FAKE A PCS171VE IMAG^.	 (THAT IS, A TEMPORARY
C FIELD OF 0 IS OUTPUTTED AS 255 AND A TEMPORARY FIELD
C OF 255 IS OUTPUTTED AS C.)
C
,020 OUTCOMUROUTI - 255 - (TEMF / 2)
321 300
	 CONTINUE
023 UE4C0 RETURN
024 ENO
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SPCSAM
##s* A*****s#s**#**s**s##**#**##s#s#*#*AS#*^^###^#s#A#sssA#AASA #A^#*####
SPCSAM	 CAACULATE NUMBER CF SAMPLES IN LARSYS OUTPUT
WRITTEN 04/03/75 BY CATKRINE KOZLOMSKI FOR SRET FY79 CONTRACT
ssssAss#*##****s*# A*####******#s##**#*+^***####sus##CIS##s#st»#^1swt^#ss#s
3001 SUBROUTINE SPCSAMINSAPP *
 UNIT. IOFLGIC
3002 IMPLICIT IN TE CER * 4 to - Z)C
C# s#* AA SS####### A##A*####*######s###*#*A#+"+RAA*#*+i###A###AAI#A#^#:A##^##m
C
SPCSAM DETERMINES THE NtPBER OF $APPLES FER LIKE FER CPlNNEL
IN THE LARSYS FORMATTED OUTPUT RUN. 	 THE RCLTINE READ INPUT
C RECORCS OFF CISN UNTIL AN INPUT RECORD ENDS UITH ZERCES.
C TPE ROUTINE THEN COUNTS THE NUMBER CF NCN-ZERO INPUT VALUES THAT
C HAVE BEEN READ Mo RETURNS THAT COUNT PLUS CALIBRATICN BYTES AS THE
NUMBER OF SAMPLES PER CHANNEL.
	 THE INPUT TC THE ROUTINE IS THE UNIT
NUMBER OF A DISK FILE CONTAINING INPUT DATA RECCRDS AND AN INPUT
C IC FLAG.	 THE OL.TPUT FROM THE ROUTINE IS THE NUMBER OF SAMPLES.
ROUTINE: ASSUMES THE DISK FILE PAS ALREACY BEEN SET UP,
E
TF-IS
ThIS ROUINTE CALLES ONLY SISTEP SLBRCUTINES.
C
CAAA*sAS###*#####**#***#***#**#**##A:** *s#s#AA#* #A### #s*## A#s##A*A*#*s**#
C
3003 * 4/5C4/ 9 MAXDAT 1500/ 9 NCNDAT /4/ 9 RLIPIT /5/9IINTEGER
	
/
BtFCNT
C
3004 INTEGER * 2 BUFFER15041
C
3005 LOGICAL * 4 ICFLG
C
3006 LOGICAL * I MUFt10081
C
3007 EQUIVALENCE IEUFFER•	 INBLFIC
Cs###AA#*#aR****##**#***#****+k*##**+R#s##y^*sal####ys##A###AS^FtA#A# lis#s*#^k
C
LOCRL VARIABLE DESCRIPTIONS
C ADJUST TEMPpRARY VARIABLE LSED TO ADJUST SAMPLE COUNT TC BE EVENLY
DIVISIBLE BY 4.Cc
BUFCNT NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN INPUT BLFF ER.
C` BUFFER INPUT BUFFER IN INTEGER * 2 FCRMAT.
C DISP	 DISPLACEOENT INTC INPUT BUFFER.
C ICFLG	 FLAG INDICATIANG WHETHER FIRST INPUT RECORD OF THEFILE IS
C AN ID RECORD.	 IF ICFLG IS SET	 FIRST RECORD IS AN ID.
C INEUF	 INPUT BUFFER IN LOGICAL * 1 FCAMAT.
C LSTVALL LOST CATI VALUE .N INPUT BUFFER*
C MOXCAT MAXIMUM FUMBER OF DATA VALUES POSSIBLE IN ONE INPUT RECORD,
3008 CON71NLE
C NCNDAT NUMBEROF NON-DATA %ALOES IN INPUT BUFFER.
C NREAO	
NUMBER
OF CONSECUTIVE RECORDS READ WHEN SEARCH FCR ZEFC DATA
C NSAMP	 NUMBER OF SAMPLES PER CHANNEL THAT WILL BE IN LARSYS CUTPUT.
C PREVAL PREVIOUS DATA VALUE IN INPUT BUFFER.	 USEC TC SEARCN
C BACKWARD! IN INPUT RECORD.
RLIMIT UPPER LIMIT ON TPE NUMBER CF CONSECUTIVE REACS TC PERFCRM
BEFORE TERMINATING SEARCH FOR ZEPC DATA VALUES.
TOTAL
	
RUNNING TOTAL USED TO CALCULATE NLMBEP CF SAMPLES.
C UNIT	 DISK LNII FROM WPICP TO READ INPUT RECCRDS.
C4 ZERO	 THE CCNS IANT ZERO.
Ci##*AA####*ss# s+l##AS##iA*#*####*s+R#*#*^##^^1^/#sAA^s#1IA##y#AwA^#AAA##s+ts
CAAA*AA####*#A*#s»##*##A#s#^*##sfs+l^*##A##I+IA#tAl*lt^l#!^#A#AAAA*{^A#A+1t*
ti
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INITIALIZE VARIABLES
c
1010
pp
NREOJ = Q
c
Cs A1*sst!***^1**ss*****^k*#****************s*s+1***s**sss **sss sssls* Ass**** *
READ CATA FROM FIRST DATA FILE UNTIL DATA VALUES EQUAL ZERC
•ss*:ssss:*:**::******:i*****s*******yes***ss*:ssss****::::ssss*t*s*****
)011 REW INC U317
SKIP IC RECORD
	
IF THERE IS ONE
C)012 IF ( IOFLGI REZO ( UNIT S10C 1INBUF)013 9Lpp FORMATIl01100A11.BA1;)014 120 CONTINUE1015 REA[(UNIT9S1001 INSUF
1016 LSTVAL = BtFFER(RUFCNT)1017 TOTAL = TO 1AL + MA NDA I1018 NREAD a NREAD + 1C
C STOP READING RECORDS IF ZERO VALUES FOUNC OR RLIMIT RECCROS FAVE
C BEEN REAC IN A FOW
1010 IF	 IILSTVAL .NE.	 ZERO)	 .AND.	 (NREAD .LT.	 RLIFIT1I
	 GC TC	 12C
C
)020 IF (LSTVAL .EC. ZERO) GO TO 200C
C THERE WERE NC ZERO CATA VALUES IN RLIMIT CONSECUTIVE CATA RECORDS
C --- ASSUME 1 SPECSCAN RECORD EQUALS 1 LARSYS CHANNEL PER LINE
C)021 TOTAL = MA)OAT)022 WRITE(6. 91501)023 WRITEflf993501
)024 9150	 FORMAT(/ •	 IT IS ASSUMED THAT 1 SPECSCAN RECCRC EQUALS',
I	
CHANNEL PER LINE OF LARSIS DATA 	 (SPCSAMIO)
GO TO 2901025
c
C COUNT NUMBER OF ZERO DATA VALUES ANC DELETE FROM TOTAL COUNT
1626 2C0	 CONTINUE1027 CISP = eUFCNT
)028 PREVAL = ZERO
1029 220	 CONTINUE
)030 IF	 ((DISP	 .LE. NONCATI	 .OR.	 (PREVAL .NE.
	 ZERC11
	
GC TC 240
1031 PREVAL : BUFFER(DISPI
)012 IF (PREVAL
	 .EQ.	 ZERO)	 TOTAL = TCTAL - 1
1033 OISP = EISP - 1
1034 GO TC 2sC1035 240
	
CONTINUE
1036 IF (DISF	 .CT. NONDATI GO TO 27C
TF RE ARE INPUT RECORDS WITH ONLY ZEROS IN ThEN---
C INELUCE SOME OF THESE ZERO DATA VALLES IN THE OUTPUT SC
C Tt•ERE WILL BE PFOPER CORRESPCNOENCE SETbEEN 	 INPUT
RECORCS AND LINES GF OLIPUT.
C
1037 WRITE(6. 92401
)038 WRITEllEv9240J)039 11240
	
FORMAT(i••	 INPUT	 INCLLDES DATA	 RECORCS THAT CCNTAINO•
1	 • ONLY ZEROS
	
ISPCSAMI.1
1040 TOTAL = TOTAL + 10
1041 270	 CONTINUE
1042 290 CONTINtEC
`sss*sss*ss*^►*ssss*sss*s***s**ss*s***s*s#*sss*::::ssss:*::::ssss:*s*ssss
C SET UP OUTPUT SAMPLE CCL'NT
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E SPCSAM	 PURDUE / 1AR S 3031
•* s^s^ss*ssss**sss^ss***•*ssssssss*ss*4sss4sess•*ss^ss**^^s^ass^**s*ss^
INCLUDE CALIERAtICN
3J45	 TOTAL • TOTAL 4 6
ACJUST COUNT TO BE DIVISIBLE 8V 4
344	 ADJUST = MCOIIOTAL• 41
455
	 TOTAL , TOTAL — AOJUS
30'47	 RETURN TOTAL
3048	 END
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X1CCP4	 DATE : BC121	 10/53/1
XlDCP4	 PURDUE / LARS 3031
X1CCM4
Csrlsrrrir!!!!#r^!!r!#rr!*!!+•**!*r!#r##^lrrw!#rlrr##sl+^!!!#srrr#^!!rr!!*
C	
X10CM4	 CONTAINS ALL VARIABLES NEECEO IC REFORMAT EXCTECH MCDEL
100 DATA. A SEPARATE COPPCN BLOCK bAS SET UP TC KEEP THESE
VARIABLES SEPARATE FRCP IHE VARIABLES USED FCR REFORMATTING
cTT	
OF EXOIECH MODEL 2CC DA,TTA
C	 REVISEC 0 %1S%7S BY CATHERINE KOZLOKSKI
^rr!*i!**!#**##ss** i***#*##*** r#*#***r*^!**!##i#i*#ss###ii#iiri#^!!!####
BLOCK CATA
C
IMPLICIT INTEGER * 4 IA-21
C
COPPON /X1CCM A /	 TIMAFT,	 TIMBEF•C	 REAL * 4 VARIAELES
Ou 1
002
0?3
C
C
E
C
004	 C
005
C
006
C
007
C
008
1	 ELRAFT11219 DLRBEF1121, CLRX1011219 DLSX10I12192	 DRAFT( 1219 0 BEFI1219 CRX1G 1121 • DSX101121,
3	 GAIN1919 GRAFT11219 GRBEF1121• GRX10I121•
4	 GSXl011i19 RRX101121•THRX O• IHSX109 X10BNCI12921•
INTEGER * 4 VAFIABLES
E	 CLRCAL(4 2), ORCALIA9219 CTYPE• EXPARA(4),
INSTNA141•7	 EXPARS1419 EXPARCI419 FNUMB•
8	 INSUNT• LNUMB•
S	 MAXBND• MAXGAN• hBANC
FRESE^•
NGAIN
PRT5I^1•A	 NUMBER• NUMINS,
B	 PT R&	P5CONV• RESSHE,
LCGICAL	 1 VAFIABLES
C	 BNDSKP11219 DBGCIN• CBGSBK• OBGSCH•
C	 CBGSFW, NEWCIN• SKP085
REAL * 8 TIMAFT• IIMBEF
REAL * 4 OLRAFT•i DLLREEF• CLRX1C9
X1C•
DLSX10•
OSSX10•c	 CRAFT• ORBEF, C
3	 GAIN4	 GSX1^1• GRAFTREXPA^ 141,
GRBEF•REXPABI41 • GRX10tREXPAG 1419
5	 RRX109 THRX109 1HSX10• X10BNC
INTEGER * 4 DLRCAL,
1 ORCAL CTYPE, EXPARA•
EXPARi• FNUMB, INSTNA,2	 EXPAR8:
INSUNT
4
LNUMB
MAXGA•N, NBANC NGAIN,MAXBND•
5	 NUMBER, NUMINS• FRESEA• PRT5,
E	 PTRR• P5CONV, RESSHE
LOGICAL * I
1
BNDEKP•
DOG IN, CBGSCK• DBGSCF.•
2	 CBGSFW, NEWCIN• SKPOBS
EQUIVALENCE IEXP
ARCIII. REXPACIIIIv
(EXPARemoREXPAO1I110
it #*ii#*## #si#r ###i*iii##*##*s**#****# it*#i!!!liiililiiii srisi #t #s*♦#s!#!# r^!!!**rlisissir!#i#*rir*##*##**s*iii#i##iisrssisissiiiisriir##i##*
C	 X10CM9 VARIAELES
##!*ii####*!*###i#ii##r#s#####r####### i###i##srii##•###iiiii#^#M#i#!i##
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? X10CP4	 PURCUE /
BNCSKP FLAGS DATA VALUES TC SKIP WHEN
OBSERVATION.
VALVE
	
HERE
MA ICN KNOWN YET. RESET IN SUI
CALIBRATION SHEET.
)009	 _	 CATA BNCSKP /12 * F/
DATE = 80121	 10/53/1
LARS 3031
FROCESSING AN
TO MEAN KC IKFOR-
BRCUTIKE X10RCL FROM
OBGCIN DEBUGGING FLAG.	 IF SET OA, OEBLG IKFCRPATICK IS PRINTED
FOR SUBFOUTINE X10CIN.
CBGSBK CEBUCGING FLAG.	 IF SET ON• DECLG INFCRPATICK IS PRINTED
FOR SUBROUTINE XIOSBK.C
CBGSCF DE8UGGING FLAG.	 IF SET ON• OEBLG INFORPATICK IS PRIATED
FOR SUBROUTINE X10SCH.
'jeGSFY CEBUCGIAG FLAG.	 IF SET ON, DEBLG INFORPATION IS PRINTED
FOR SUBROUTINE X10SFN.
C
CLRCAL [ARK LEVEL CALIBRATION INSTRUCTICNS.	 INITIALIZED
HERE TO MEAN NO INFORMATICN KNOWN YET,	 RESET IN THE
SUBRCUTINE X10RC ACCORDING TC ThE CALIBRATICN SHEETS.
1010	 C CATA OLRCAL /t*0/
C
OLRAFT DARK LEVEL REFERENCE FOR REFERENCE STANDARD. 	 USEC ONLY
FOR CALIBRATION COLE 23.	 OBTAINED FROM SUBROUTINE
C XICOREF ACCORDING TO CALIBRATION INSTRUCTIONS.
C
C OLRBEF DARK LEVEL REFERENCE FOR REFERENCE STANDARD,	 USEC ONLY FOR
C CALIBRATION CODE 23.	 OBTAINEO FROM SUBRCUTINE X10REF
C ACCORDING TO CALIBRATION INSTRUCTICNS.
C
C OLRX10 CARK LEVEL REFERENCE FOR REFERENCE STANDARD.
	
OBTAINED FROM
C SUBRCUTINE X10REF ACCORDING TO CALIBRATICN INSTRUCTICNS.
C OLSX10 DARK LEVEL REFERENCE FOR SCENE. 	 OBTAINEC FRCP
C SUBRCUTINE XIOCLM.
C CRCAL REFERENCE STANDARD CALIBRATICN INSTFLCTICNS.
	
INITIALIZEC
C FERE TO MEAN NO INFCRPATICN KNOMK YET. 	 RESET	 IK TI-E
C
SUBRCUTINE XlORGl ACCORDING TO THE CALIBRATICN SHEETS.
1311	
C
CATA CRCAL /8X0/
C
C CRAFT REFERENCE STANDARD CATA RESPONSES.
	
LSEC ONLY FCR
C CALIBRATION CODE 239
	
OBTAINED FROP X10REF ACCORCING TO
C
CALIBRATION INSTRUCTIONS,
C DRBEF REFERENCE STANDARD DATA RESFCNSES. 	 USED ONLY FCR
C CALIBRATICN CODE 23,
	 OBTAINED FROM X10REF ACCCRDIKG TO
C
CALIBRATION INSTRUCTIONS.
DRX10 REFERENCE STANDARD DATA RESFCNSES.
	
CBTAINEC FRCP
C
SUBROUTINE X10REF ACCORDIKG TO CALIBRATICN INSTRUCTICNS.
CSX10 SCENE DATA RESPONSES.
	
OBTAINED FROM RESPCKSE
SHEETIALSC CONTAINS PRT-S, EzPARA, EXPARB, AKC
C EXPARZ FESPONSES.I
C OTYPE DATA TYFF FOR SCENE.	 INITIALIZED HERE TC PEAN NC
C
INFORMATION KNOWN YET.	 RESET IN THE SUBROUTINE X10RPS
FROM DATA RESPONSE SHEETS.
C
)U12 CATA DTYPE /'	 • /
C
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10/53/1
T. X10CP4
	
PURDUE / LARS 3031
)013
EXPARA EXVARAlJ1 TCONTAINSATHE MNUMBERFOF IHEE10EE LEMEATRFCPRTHISER.
EXPERIMENTER PARAMETER. EXFARAt21 CCNTAIN THE RUMBEF OF THE
E
DATA RE !PENSE QANNEL FROM $HICI- THE VALVES EHCULO COPE.
EAPEP^NSE. EXPARA141 PS?OBE OThERCALCULATEO TC USE WITHR
VALUE II► REAL FCRMAT. EXPARAI1) THR UGH
431 CST/INEC FRCM 
THECC 
SUBROUTINE XICRRS. EXPARA M
NOTECN SUBIUTHEEEAPERTMEAERP RAMET R VALUE IS ALSC IN TFE
AGROAOM V SHEETS THE AGRCNCFV SHEET VALUE IS USEC.
EXPARB SAME AS EXPARA.
EXPARC SAME AS EXPARA
FNUMB NUMBER CF FIRST OBSERVATION TO MHICH THE CURRENT CALIBRATION
INSTRUCIION APP `Y. OBTAINED FROM SUBRCUTINE X10RCL
ACCORDING TC CALIBRATICN SHEETS.
GAIN	 GAINS TO USE IN REFORMATTING OAIA, INOEXEO BY GAIN CEDE.
INITIALIZED HERE TC MEAN AO INFCRMATICN KNOWN YET.
RESET II► SUBROUTINE X10RSS ACCORDING TO RESPONSE SHEETS.
CATA GAIN /9*C.0/
GRAFT	 GAIN USED FOR REFERENCE STAADARC. LSED CNLY FCR CALIBRATICN
CODE 23. OBTAINED FROM SUBROUTINE XIOREF ACCCRCING TO
CALIBRATION INSTRUCTIONS.
GRBEF	 GAIN USED FOR REFERENCE STAADARC. LSED ONLY FCR CALIBRATICN
CODE 23. OBTAINED FROM SUBRCUTINE XIOREF ACCCRCING TO
CALIBRATION INSTRUCTIONS.
GRX10	 GAIN USED FOR REFERENCE STAADARC. CBTAINEO FCR TI-E
SUBRCUTINE X10REF ACCORDING TO CALIBRATICN INSTRUCTIONS.
GSX10 GAIN USED FOR THE SCENE. MAIM FROM CATA RESPCASE
SHEET.
INSTNA THE INSTRUMENT NAME 087AINEC FRCM THE SUBROUTINE XIOPSS.
IASUNT UNIT NUMBER FOR INSTRUMENT CODE TABLE.
DATA INSUNT /17/
LNUMB	
INSTRUC71ONS SAPPLY
*
 OBTAINED FROMHXIORCLUACCCRCIAGITOATION
CALIBRATION SHEETS.
MAXBNC MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BANDS THE SYSTEM CAN HANDLE.
CATA MAXBNC 1121
MAXGAN MAXIMUM NUMBER CF GAIN CODES.
CATA MAXGAN /c./
NBAND	 NUMBER CF BANDS OF DATA RESPONSES.
NGAIN	 NUMBER CF GAINS TO LSE FOR THIS SET CF DATA.
NEWCIN FLAG TO INDICATE ANEW SET CF CALIBRATION
INSTRUCIIONS. SET IN THE SLBROUTINE X10RCL AND RESET IN
THE SUBROUTINE X10REF.
)014
C
C
C
C
	
)J15
	
CC
C
	
)016	
CC
C
C
C
C
C
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DATE a 80121	 10/53/1
X10CP4	 PURDUE / LARS 3031
NUMBER
ER
EING
NUMINS NUMBER OF DARK LEVEL OR REFERENCE STANDARC INSTRUCTIONS.
1017	 CATA NUMINS 14/
PRESER It
@TQNS j SNEETTHEISlAS OUTINE FX1CRSS ACCORDING TC MTHE CATA
PRT5121 ARRAY CO(cNTAINI SNG INFORMATION FOR PRTS DATA VALUE.
PRTf 2I CONTA
II
NS THEPN RE 5 CCNVERSICRTABLE.C
NANNELS.
PTRR	 POINTER INTO RESPONSE SHEET FILE.
PSCONV UNIT NUMBER FOR PRTS X100 DISK FILE.
1018	
C	
DATA P5CONV /i4/
iRESSHE CISK UNIT NUMBER FCR RESPONSE SHEET FILE.
r
1019	 C	 CATA RESSFE /1.5/
	
C	
RRX10
	 SPECTRAL BIOIRECTICNAL REFLECTANCE FACTOR OF REFERENCE
TANCARC, OBTAINEC FROM SUBROUTINE X10TAB FROM
DISK FILE RFLSTND X1009
SKPOBS FLAG TO INDICATE OBSERVATION SHCULD NOT BE PRCCESSEC.
SET IN X10REF.
TI'RX10 SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE AT TIME CF 08SERVATICN CF REFERENCE
5TANCARE. OBTAINEC FRCP SUBROUTINE X10REF.
TFSX1C SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE AT TIME FcF OBSERVATICN OF SCENE.
	
C	 OBTAINEE FROM SUBRCUTINE XICREF.
TIMAFT USED ONIYEF RECAELLIBRATiCNECCOE
E23.	
NTTIALIZECCNSE.
	
C	 HEREE TO MEAN NO INFCRMATION KNC%N YET. RESET
	
C	 IN	 TfE WBROUTINE XICREF.
1020	 CATA TIMAFT /C.0/
	
C
C	
tt EE	 EE	 CC
TIMBEf RESPCNSE
REF
CSEOCONLY SFCR SCALISRATICN ECCCEN 23, INITIALIZED
	
C	 HERE TO MEAN NO INFORMATION KNObN YET. RESET IN THE
	
C	 SUBRCUT 1NE X10REF.
1021	
cc
	 CATA TIMBEF /499.9/
C
X1QBN0 
POIE E INSTRUMENT * OBTAINEDTIN HE
BSUBROUTtNE T XIORSS FROM
C
C^**s**************+1*******a****s******s***a*sssa*ssasssssiwyss*a*s*s***
CC
lZo22	 ENC
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CON140L
U wORDICOLil) PARA mE1tR	 FUNCIION	 DEFAULT
• ••••••••••• ••••YY••••Y^• ••••Y•••••YY•YYYYYY-YY •YY•Y•Y• •Y•Y •YYY•Y ••-•YYY--Y
• 0SM00THRESULTS ( NON0
	
SELJT mL C^4SSIFI ATION	 INONE)14 Ul
I
S NU T-FkOC SSIOR THAT
A PLw ES ukuua5 4► POINTS
NIT el ML UUMINAIvi CLASS.
• INRESULTS LOCATON VF	 I NPUT 4ESUL TS (NONE)
T APt ( AA A) IL T 
F 
Ur+ TANt AAA
Flit (Ff) I	 `
rl y, L'S£	 kESULTS r'LmCEV Uh	 UT 5n
lY CL AS51F VP0IN1^
	 IN CURRENT
7t-i MINAL	 SES SION.
CELLSILE LL•CC UM NE THL CELL 0IMtNSION59 (2x2)
4 I s 	 TMt	 Num t: r w OF	 L I Nt 5.L !- 1!4t NufArtN OF COI LIMNS.
M AX IM00 SILL	 IS 10 A	 Iu.
• OUTkt SUL T S I lF S T I v4 T I u N.	 ur	 NE SUL T S (NONF )
7APE(XAX) NUT	 0%:	 TAI; t	 AAA*
FII,EIFF) FJo.F	 FF,
IN	 IIALIZF I^4TIAL	 it t IL - 	ONE	 OF	 A SEE CONTW% CApO
NEw i. , 	Su	 1 5	 J , t UICT IONA	
Y
I RE OU ktt'	 MHtr4 U',11,6	 A
,,.Et-	 I APt) .
01 ^,FSULT,	 wILL	 of	 STo-JE0 Of;
(-1«svS	 ul5r.
Nk IoRITr 619G24... pwIONIIy kC1UP^ GI•^c•...
NENiiA
(NONF)
w l L N0	 ht	 WU wrEN
TMi CELL	 IS muU1FItU.
6k0Uv NAME 161/01 .P2/1 64OUP CLASSIVCNTIUN P0015 NO GPOURING
Pl •P2.... FIR CALCLLATV!bCOKREL I	 P LCUGNI T I ON • • NAME • 0
IS THE UKOUN NA Nt	 ANU GI	 IS
T ME	 6wUUP Nun iL Q.
*EIGHTS wl•wc•... Al;	 IG N wtACHlh	 10 N OCI.S- ECUAI,	 wEIGHTS USEU
^r	 T-IS	 CkC.Lke
dLOCIk wtJN (AAX AAXAX) OA7A	 F KU #.*	 k:lly	XA A AA X xx 	 IS--- -
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MODULE IDENTIFICATION
Module Name: SMOSUP	 Function Name:	 SMOOTHRESU TS
Purpose:	 Supervisor for SMMPZSLjjS	 -
System/Language:	 CMS/FORTRAN
Author: John Cain	 Date: 4/le/so
Latest Revisor:	 Date:
MODULE ABSTRACT
SMOSUP supervises the SMOOTHRESUMS function by calling two subroutines:
.	 one to read the control cards, and one to modify the input results file.
PURDUE UNIVERSITY
Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing
1220 Potter Drive
West Lafayette, Indiana 47906
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1. Module Usage
GALL SMOSM
No arguments are used in the call to SMOSUP. This SMOOTNRESULTS supervisor
routine is called from LARSMN. Upon completion of the function, control is
returned to LARSMN.
2. Internal Description
SMOSUP contains two common blocks - GLWOM and SMOCOM. This supervise-y
routine calls SMORDR to read in the function control cards. After the
cards have been interpreted, SMOSUP calls SMOINT which initiates the
modification of an area. When SMOINT returns control to SMOSUP, the
supervisor indicates that the function is completed and returns control
to LARSMN. Subroutines called by SMOSUP:
SMORDR
SMOINT
3. input Description
Not applicable.
4. Output Description
Standard supervisor information messages.
5. Supplemental Information
Not applicable.
6. Flowchart
Not applicable.
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MODULE IDENTIFICATION
Module Name: WOW
	
Function Name: SMOOTHRESULTS
Purpose: t:t nnk n„pmmnn fnr oMMTNRrQ lg- MQA,j G
System/Language: CMS/FORTS
Author:	 John Cain	 Date: 4/18/80
Latest Revisor:
	
Date:
MODULE ABSTRACT
r	 PURDUE UNIVERSITY
Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing
y	 1220 Potter Drive
West Lafayette, Indiana 47906
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MODULE IDENTIFICATION
Module Name: SMOINT
	
Function Name:	 SMOOTHRESULTS
Purpose: Modify the i!Mut Classification Results File
System/Language:	 CMS/FORTRAN
Author:	 John Cain	 Date: 4/18/80
Latest Revisor:
	
Date:
MODULE ABSTRACT
SMOINT reads the input Classification Results File "n" lines at a time
(where n is the number of lines in a 'cell'), reassigns class numbers
to the dominant class (depending on user-input parameters) and writes
out a modified Classification Results File.
PURDUE UNIVERSITY
Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing
1220 Potter Drive
Wr+e#- T -afzirn**n TnAi ana
	 474(16
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1. Module usage
SMOINT
CALL SMOINT
There are no arguments to SMOIN!'which is called by SMOSUr and returns
control to SMOSUP when the function terminates.
2. Internal Description
SNOINT reads from the input classification Results File and modifies each
record type in the following way:
RECORD TYPE 1 - Record type 1 is read and checked to see whether it
is valid (i.e., not a startup file). The new tape and file numbers
are written onto the output Classification Results File.
RECORD TYPE 2 - The number of classification pools is changed to the
number of group names and the pool pointer and stack arrays are
changed accordingly. If no grouping was done, the pools are then
considered classes in themselves. If there are any weights, then
they are checked and normalized before written onto the output results
file.
RECORD TYPE 3 - The first card of the statistics deck is marked
indicating that the deck is invalid due to execution of the
*SMOOTHRESULTS function. This deck is then copied onto the output
results file.
RECORD TYPE 4 - unchanged.
RECORD TYPE 5 - SWINT checks the area requested by the user to
be sure it exists. If only part of the area requested exists, then
the user is given the option to continue or terminate the function.
If the user continues, the parameters are changed so that they are
nuw valid. These are written to the output results RECORD TYPE 5.
If no BLOCK card was used this record remains unchanged.
RECORD TYPE 6 - This record is read into buffers "n" lines at a time,
(where "n" is the number of lines in a cell) and shifted until only
the columns requested are considered. SMOINT then calls SMOOTH to
modify the buffer data. Upon return, SMOINT writes the modified
lines to the output Classification Results File.
RECORD TYPES 7, 8: These record types are created according to
the required Classification Results File format. A final record
TYPE 1 is written, all :.apes are detached and control returns to
SMOSUP. Subroutines called by SNDINT:
SMOOTH
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3. Input Description
SMOINT reads the first 6 record types off of a MRSYS Classification
Results File. It also checks the weights card and can read in a
corrected version if required.
4. Output Description
Several information messages may be issued. They are as follows:
a) I*** This is a restart file -- Run Classifypoints first.
b) I*** File length is only one record -- Try running Listresults.
c) I*** Area requested only partially within this classification
area. Do you wish to continue?
d) I*** Execution terminated by user. Do not consider partial area.
All eight record types are written to either tape or disk in the LARSYS
Classification Results File format.
S. Supplemental Inforamtion
Not applicable.
6. Flowchart
Not applicable.
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MODULE IDENTIFICATION
Module Name: SMORDR	 Function Name:	 sMOOTHRESULTS
Purpose:	 Read and interaret control cards for SMOOTHREStnTS
System/Language: CMS/FORTM
Author:	 John Cain	 Date: 4/18/80
Latest Revisor:
	
Date:
MODULE ABSTRACT
SMORDR reads and interprets all control cards for SMOOTHRESULTS and
prints out a summary of the user's requests.
PURDUE UNIVERSITY
Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing
1220 Potter Drive
is
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1. Module Usage
SMORDR
CALL SMORDR
There are no arguments to SMOMR. SMORDR interprets the following
function control cards and takes the indicated actions:
CONTROL CARD
	 ACTION
INRESULTS
	 INRES is set to the correct DSRN for tape or
disk. If it is a tape that is requested,
MMTAPE is called to mount and position it.
CELLSIZE CELROW is set equal to the number of lines
per cell (length) and CELCOL is set to the number
of columns (width) .
OUTRESULTS OUTRES is set to the correct DSRN for tape
or disk.	 If it is a tape, MMTAPE is called
to mount and position it.
PRIORITY The vector PCLASS is filled with user
defined priority classes.
GROUP GRPNAM and GRPSTK are computed by a call to
GRPSCN.
WEIGHTS These weights are read into PROBE
 a REAL*4
vector of dimension GO.
BLOCK The first 6 words of array BLOCK are used to
contain this field boundary definition and
the run number is put in RUNNUM.
MIXCLASS The array MIXDAT is filled with the low and
high range percentage values to be later
compared to each group in each cell.
	 The
array is filled by a call to READMX.
2. Internal Description
SMORDR initializes necessary variables and then uses CTLWRD to interpret
the keyword on each card. An unexpected end of file for the control card
input causes a call to ERPRNT and termination of the function. Once the
keyword has been interpreted, SMORDR uses CTLPRM, IVAL, and FVAL to
'urther interpret the card. If a disk is requested the function TSPACE
is used to calculate the amount of available space on the disk.
Execution is terminated if this amount is not more than 20% greater than
the amount required. READMX is called to read the MIXCLASS card and
passes back the array of percentages.
After the END card is read, checks are made to determine whether user
requests are valid and complete.
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Subroutines called by SMORDRs MMTApE	 READMX	 FVAL
	CTLWR
	
CTLPRM	 TSPACE
	
ERPRNT
	 IVAL
3•. Input Description
Control cards are read by calls to CTLWRD. If a disk is used, it is first
checked to make certain that the file exists.
4. Output Description
"Options chosen" messages are typed in addition to requests for more
information.
S. Supplemental Information
Not applicable.
6. Flowchart
Not applicable.
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MODULE IDENTIFICATION
Module Name: REAOaat	 Function Name:	 aMOomaAtrar^t.rc___
Purpose: Ins@U the MIXCLRSS ngntggl n^^
System/Lanquage: CMS/FORTRAN
Author: John Cain
	
Date: A 11.8/$e
Latest Revisor:	 Date:
MODULE ABSTRACT
READMX interprets the MIXCLASS control card(s) for the SMOOTHRESULTS
function.
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1. Module Usage
CALL READMX (WARD, COL)
Input Arguments:
LCARD - L*l, Card image of the MIXCLASS card being interpreted.
COL - I*4, the column number preceding the first name on the
MIXCLASS card (i.e., the first nonblank after the keyword).
Output Arguments: (passed in SMOCOM)
NCLNAM- I*4, NCLNAM is a two dimensional vector that is filled
with the new class names from the MIXCLASS card.
NEWCLS- I*4, the number of new classes. NEWCLS is incremented
as each new name is read.
MIXDAT- I*4, MIXDAT is filled with the percentage ranges
specified on the MIXCLASS card. MIXDAT (I,1) is the lower
boundary of the percentage range and MIXDAT (I,2)
is the higher boundary.
2. Internal Description
READMX can be reduced to several functions--stripping off the name,
scanning and modifying the user supplied ranges, and the reading and
loading of the ranges into MIXDAT.
The first functicn is performed by using LOCATE to find the left parenthesis
of the class being interpreted and then by a call to BCDFIL. The data for
this particular ►lame is then scanned and the positions of all hyphens are
noted by set "".-iq a corresponding flag in a flag vector. After a hyphen
is read it is changed to a comma so that once the data is finished being
scanned it can be read by IVAL. Once IVAL . has been called the flag vector
is used to transfer the data s:ad into the array MIXDAT. This is done by
placing the first data value into MIXDAT (I,l) (i.e. the lower boundary
of the user defined percentage range) and then checking the corresponding
flag in the flag vector. If the flag was not set, then this lower
boundary is simplv copied into the upper boundary, MIXDAT (I,2) 	 If the
flag was set then the next data value is treated as the upper boundary. This
is continued until all values have been loaded.
Subroutines called by READMX: LOCATE
BCDFIL
IVAL
3. Input Description
READMX checks for various syntax errors on the MIXCLASS card. It is
therefore capable of requesting a new MIXCLASS card by using CTLWRD.
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4. Output Description
RNADNX can write a syntax error message to the user. This gives the user the
approxImate location of the error and asks for the card to be retyped.
5. Su^i^ ntal Information
Not applicable.
6. Flowchart
Not applicable.
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MODULE IDENTIFICATION
Module Name: SMOOTH	 Function Name:	 SMOOTHRESULTS
Purpose: Compute the dominant class in each cell and reclassify
System/Language:	 CMS/FORTRAN
Author:	 John Cain	 Date: 4/18/80
Latest Revisor:	 Date:
MODULE ABSTRACT
SMOOTH takes "n" lines of a Classification Results File (where n is the
nu:ber of lines in a cell), determines which group or class makes up the
largest weighted percentage of each cell, and reloads the cell with
that class. User-defined priority classes remain unchanged.
r
PURDUE UNIVERSITY
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1. Module Usage
CALL SMOOTH (NOCOLS)
Input Arguments:
NOCOIB - 1% NOCOLS is the number of columns (i.e. the
buffer length) that is to be segmented into
individual cell widths.
CELCOL - 1% the number of columns in the user defined cell.
CELROW - I e4, the number of rows in the user defined cell.
2. Internal Description
Upon entry, SMOOTH uses NOCOLS and the user defined parameters CELCOL and
CELROW to determine the total number of cells to be processed. Using this
information the main program loop is entered. The main loop begins by
tallying the number of samples of each group in the cell. If the
"weight" option is in effect then each group's tally is weighted. The
total weight is then found by summing all the wei ghted values. Each
group weight is then divided DY the total weight to obtain a cell percentage
for its group. These percentages are compared to user supplied group
percentages from the MIXCLASS card. If the values fall within the
MIXCLASS ranges, then all the samples of the cell are changed to this
MIXCLASS group and rewritten into the main buffer. Any user defined
priority samples (from the PRIORITY card) will not be altered.. If none
of the MIXCLASS ranges correspond to the calculated percentages, then the
nonpriority group with the greatest percentage must be determined. For
efficiency the groups not found in the cell are removed from the percentage
array (compressed). The array is then sorted so that the group with the
greatest percentage is first and the one with the smallest is last. The
number of the first group found that is not a priority class is then
loaded into a pointer array. Groups defined as priority are loaded
(overlayed) into their corresponding position in this array. The cell
is then reloaded by using this pointer array for indexing. This loop is
repeated for each CELCOL group of columns across the input Classification
Results lines. When all cells have been modified, control is returned
to SMOINT.
3. Input Description
Not applicable.
4. Output Description
Not applicable.
S. Supplements]. Information
The buffer of samples modified by SMOOTH is passed through GLOCOM in ARRAY.
It's dimensions are CELROW by NOCOLS.
6. Flowchart
Not applicable.
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HODULE IDENTIFICATION
Module name: CKASUP	 Function Name: CNANGEDETECTION
Purpose: SWer4sor for the CdMGE DETECTION function.
System/Language:	 CHS/Fortran
Author: John Cain	 Date: 6/1/79
Latest Revisor:
	 Date:
MODULE ABSTRACT
Supervisor for the CHANGEDETECTION function.
PURDUE UNIVERSITY
Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing
1220 Potter Drive
West Lafayette, Indiana 47906
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1. Module .Usage
CALL CHASUP
There are no arguments to CHASUP. It is called from LARSMN when the
CHANGEDETECTION function is requested. Control returns to LARSMN upon
completion of the function.
2. Internal Description
CHASUP receives control from LARSMN to perform the CHANGEDETECTION processing.
CHASUP calls CHARM to read and interpret the control cards. Upon return
from CHARDR, CHASUP calls CHANGE to finish the processing. Subroutines
called by CHASUP: CHARM
CHANGE
3. Input Description
Not applicable.
4. Output Description
Two informational messages, CHANGEDETECTION FUNCTION REQUESTED and
CHANGE FUNCTION COMPLETED, are written at the typewriter.
5. Supplemental Information
Not applicable
6. Flowchart
Not applicable
V
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MODULE IDENTIFICATION
Module Name: CHACOM	 Function Name: CHANGEDETECTION
Purpose:	 Block data
System/Language: CMS/Fortran
Author:	 John Cain	 Date: 6/1/79
Latest Revisor:	 Date:
MODULE ABSTRACT
This is the BLOCK DATA subroutine for the CHANGEDETECTION common block CHACOM
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MODULE IDENTIFICATION
Module Name: CHARDR	 Function Name: CHANGEDETECTION
Purpose:	 Reads and interprets function control cards.
System/Language:	 CMS/Fortran
Author:	 John Cain	 Date: 6/1/79
MODULE ABSTRACT
CHARM interprets all function control cards for CHANGEDETECTION. Checks 	 t
are made for complete and valid specifications and the proper input-
output devices are attached.	 +
A
I
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1. 'Module Usage
CALL CNARDR(Z*W=)
pint ArQ^ts:
Z-LOGICAL*l each element initialized to .FALSE.
Z(i,l,j) s.TRUE. - if class i from the base classification is part of
user defined class J.
Z(m,2,n)- .TRUE. - if class m from the 2nd (conpared) classification is
part of user-defined class n.
NAME-I*4 - contains the names of the user
-defined classes
Listed below are the actions taken when the following control cards are read.
BASERESULTS
	 TAPE - the variable TAPEI (TAPF2) is set to the given
(COMPARERESULTS)tape number.
FILE - the variable FILE1 (FILE2) is set to the given file
number.
DISK - DISKFG'is checked to be sure that the DISK option
is not already in effect, the tape and file numbers are
checked to be sure that both the DISK option and TAPE option
are not being used simultaneously. If they are, then an
error message will be printed and the DISK will be used.
RESLTI (RESLT2) is set equal to CLASSR.
NEWRESULTS
	 TAPE - the variable TAPE3 is set equal to the given tape
	 1
number.
FILE - the variable FILES is set equal to the given file
number.
INIT - the variable INITFG is set equal to 1.
DISK - the same checks are made as above in addition to a
check to see whether the INIT and DISK option were used
simultaneously. DISKFG is set equal to one and RESLT3 is
set equal to CLASSR.
BLOCK	 RUN - the variable RUNNUM is set equal to the given run
number.
LINE - STALIN is set equal to the first entry (the
starting line of the area to be investigated ) . LASLIN
(last line) is set equal to the second entry and finally
LININT (line interval) is set equal to the last entry.
COL - same as above where the variables are: STACOL -
first entry, LASCOL - second entry and COLINT - final entry.
DATA	 A check is made for the presence and validity of all
information.
CLASS name	 The name given is stored in the array NAME.
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BASE N1,N1...	 Usinq the given class numbers the appropriate locations in
CDMP Ml,M2...
	 the Z(64,2,64) array are set .TRUE.
(i.e. if these are the BASE and COMP cards for the jam'
user-defined CLASS, then the following assignments are
made for array Z:
Z(Nl,l,j) _ .TRUE.
Z(N2,l,j) _ .TRUE.
and
Z(M1,2,j) _ .TRUE.
Z(M2,2,j) _ .TRUE.
2. Internal Description
j	 CHARDR uses the standard card reader logic in using CTLWRD, CTLPRM and IVAL
j	 to read and interpret control cards.
CHARDR begins by initializing all flags and arrays that are used to convey
control card information. It then goes into a loop of reading and interpreting
the input specifications and the BLOCK card. When the DATA card is read
CHARM checks for the presence of all information and its validity. Another
loop is entered and the CLASS cards and their corresponding BASE and COMP
cards are read. The classy
 numbers from the BASE and COMP cards are used to
set appropriate values in the Z array to a logical .TRUE.
Z(i,l,j)-.TRUE. if the Ith class from the base results file is part of user-
defined class J.
Z(k,2,m)=.TRUE. if class k from the compared results file is part of user-
defined class m
This loop is exited when an END card is read. Once this card is read, CHARM
calls CHTAPE to mount the specified tapes. If a disk was specified as an
input device, CHARM first checks to be certain both a tape and disk were not
specified for a single input. It then reads from the results file to be sure it
exists on the disk. If a disk was specified as an output device, checks are
made to be sure there is sufficient space for the output results. TSPACE mattes
a search for a larger disk if necessary. CHARDR finally returns control back to
CHASUp .
 Subroutines called by CHARDR:
CTLWRD
	 CTLPRM
	 TSPACE
BCDFIL
	 CHTAPE
	 RDIAIN
IVAL
	 ERPRNT
3. Input Description
Function control cards for CHANGEDETECTION are read via CTLWRD.
4. Output Description
Control card error messages are written via ERPRNT.
5. Supplemental Information
Not applicable.
6. Flowchart
Not applicable.
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MODttLE IDENTIFICATION
Module Nam:	 CHANGE	 Function Name: CHANGEDETECTION
PVr"90:	 a^jg2 classification re ul s fileft And antt: l+to *tie 	 ! n,-°a e^u^tg
SVdt®m/L"w*" : CNS/Fbrtran
A othor : , gan Cain
	
Date: &I,
 
/79
Latest Revisor:	 Date:
MODULE ABSTRACT
CHANGE is the main subroutine for CHANGEDETECTION. it reads from two input
tapes (or one disk and one tape), calls COMPAR, then outputs the data in
standard LARSYS classification results file format to tape or disk.
PURDUE UNIVERSITY
Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing
1220 Potter Drive
West Lafayette, Indiana 47906
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1. Module Usage
CHANGE
CALL CHANGE (Z,HAM)
Input Arguemnts:
2-Logical*l - 2(i,l,j)=.TRUE. if class i from the base classification is
part of user-defined class J.
2(m,2,n)-.TRUE. if class m from the 2nd (compared)
classification is part of user-defined class n.
NAME - I*4 - contains the names of the user-defined classes.
Output Arqum` ents:
Not applicable.
2. Internal Description.
CHANGE first reads the file numbers from the input tapes, and the tape
numbers passed through the common bloc)S and creates a code that takes the
place of the CLASSIFICATION STUDY number. The code format is the base tape and
file numbers followed by the compared tape and file numbers. CHANGE then reads
the area identification record (record type 5) from both input sources and
checks to see whether they are valid for the given BLOCK CARD; if not,
appropriate error messages are printed and the function is terminated. Record
types 1-5 are written to the output tape (DISK). The inputs are positioned
to the correct line number and shifted to the correct column number. CliANGE
then calls COMPAR to determine which class each point belongs to and this
information is used to create file type 5. Finally record types 7 and 8 are
written and control is returned to CHASUP. If the output device is a tape, then
a final record type 1 and END OF FILE Mark are written before returning to
the supervisor. Subroutines called by CHANGE:
COMPAR
RTMAIN
TAPOP
3. Input Description
Record types 1, 5, 6 of the LAPSYS classification results .files are read
from the two input ievices, FXSLTl and RESLT2. One of these may be a disk
(DSRN C•1.ASSR). Tape drives 181 (CPYOUT) and 182 (CO.* ,TTP defined in CHACOM)
are used as inputs.
4. Output Description
The output device RESLT3 initially has a DSRN of MAPTAP. If a disk, is used
(only if one is not used for input), the DSRN is changed to CLASSR. Tape
drive 180 is used for output to facilitate the run of PRINTRESULTS on the
output data immediately after the CHANGEDETECTION run. The output is a
classification results file in standard LARSYS format.
CHANGE-3
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S. SMWlemental information
Not applicable.
G. Elmmant
Ibt applicable.
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MODULE IDENTIFICATION
Module Name:	 COMPAR
	
Function Name:
	
CHANCE
Purpose:	 Compare 2 lines of classification results
System/Language: CMS /FORTRAN
Author:	 Susan Schwingendorf 	 Date:	 3/28/79
Latest Revisor:	 Date:
MODULE ABSTRACT
COMPAR compares two lines of classification results (presumably from
two different classifications which are registered to each other) against
user defined change classes in a logical array, and writcs the output class
number in the output vector.
PURDUE UNIVERSITY
Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing
1220 Potter Drive
West Lafayette, Indiana 47906
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1. Module Usage
CALL C014PAR (NCOLS, NCLASS, Z, BUM, BUFF2, BUFF3)
Input Arguments:
NCOLS - INTEGER*4, the number of columns of classified data.
NCLASS - INTEGER*4, the number of classes defined by the user
In array Z.
Z	 - LOGICAL*l (64, 2, 64) array containing user defined
change classes. (Initialized to .FALSE.)
Z(I,l,K) - .TRUE.1 means a point in class	 {
Z(3,2,K) - .TRUE.-)
I from classification 1 (BUFF1) and in class
J on classification 2 (BUFF2) should be assigned
to class K in BUFF3.
BUM - LOGICAL*l (2*NCOLS + 4) vector containing classified
data from first classification. First full word is
line number. Then the second byte of each halfword
contains the next class number
BUFF2 - LOGICAL *l (2*NCOLS i h) vector containing classified
data from the second classification. First full word
(4 bytes) is the line number. Then the second byte
of each halfword contains the next class number.
Output Arguments:
BUFF3 - LOGICAL*l ( 2 *NCOLS + 4) vector of change classes for
this line. The first full word contains the line
number. Then the second byte of each halfword
contains the assigned change class number.
2. Internal Description
The line number is written in the first word of HUFFS. The next class
number is then extracted from BUFF1 and BUFF2 and assigned to integer variables
CLASSI and CLASS2. A loop through the logical array Z determines which output
class to assign this point to. If Z (CLASSI,I,J) and Z (CLASS2,2,J) are true.
then the point is assigned to class J. If it belongs to none of the defined
output classes, then it is assigned a class number NCLASS+1. The output class
numbers are written in BUFF3.
3. Input Description
Not applicable
4. Output Description
Not applicable
5. Supplemental Information
Not Applicable
100
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6. Flowchart
Not Applicable
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MODULE IDENTIFICATION
Module Nam: CHTAPE
	
Function Name:	 CHANGEDETECTION
Purpose: Mounts and positions results tapes
SysteWLanquage s CMB/rortran
Author:	 E. H. Rodd	 Date:	 9/5/72
Latest Revisor:	 J. Cain	 Date:	 6/1/79
MODULE ABSTRACT
CUTAPE mounts and positions the results tape (or a tape to be used as output
for copying results files).
PURDUE UNIVERSITY
Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing
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1. Module Usgga
CHTAPE
CALL CHTAPE (RQTAPE,RQFILE,MODE,UNIT)
Input Arguments:
RQTAPE - I*4, Tape number of requested tape. A
tape number of 0 is a request for a scratch
tape.
RQFILE - I*4, File number of requested file. If
RQFILE is = 0, then the tape will be
initialized by writing a record type 1
of the results tape with fi letype = 0.
MODE - I*4, Flag indicating usage of CHTAPE.
MODE _ - 1 indicates CHTAPE has been called to
mount and position a tape to be used for
copying results files onto. Mode = 0
indicates that a results tap` is being mounted
for reading a results file. In this case, the
tape is mounted ring out. Also, if MODE z 0,
RQFILE = 0 is invalid and will cause an error
when an attempt is made to write on the :ape.
MODE = 1 indicates a tape is being mounted
for writing a new results file (or continuing
a suspended classification). The difference
between MODE _ - 1 and MODE = + 1 is the DSRN
used for the tape. For MODE _ -1 DSRN is
CPYOUT and for MODE _ +1, DSRN is MAPTAP.
(DSRN is MAPTAP for MODE = 0).
UNIT - I*4, DSRN of tape being mounted.
Output Arguments:
RQTAPE - I*4, When MODE = 0, set to -1 if requested
tape file was full and user decided to use
disk for results. Otherwise, remains
unchanged.
RQFILE - I*4, When MODE = 1, set to -1 if requested	 i
tape file was full and user decided to use
disk for results. Ctherwise, sends-back
current file position of tape.
CHTAPE checks the validity of the tape by reading the record type
1 from the tape and verifying the tape and file number as well
as checking for the correct type of file. Any
Revised June 1979
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attempt•
 to overwrite an existing file causes CHTAPE to ask
the user (via the typewriter) if he wishes to overwrite the
file, respecify a new results card, or terminate the function.
Note, however, that if a request has been made to initialize a
tape, no checking is performed on previous contents.
2. Internal Description
See Output Description. Subroutines called by CHTAPE:
TAPOP
	
RINGIN	 IVAL
MOUNT
	
CTLW RD
	
E RP RNT
CPFUNC
	
CTLPRM	 RTMAIN
3. I_nput Description
The record type 1 of the results tape is read for each file
up to and including the file needed. That is, if file 4 is
requested the record type 1 is read from files 1-4.
4. Output Description
The following information messages are issued under the
circumstances listed. The term filetype means the filetype
code from record type 1-of a results file (the program uses
variable CHECK for this number).
IOC42 is typed when a tape has been mounted and before
CHTAPE positions it. This message is not typed
when the tape is being initialized or when the correct
tape number was already mounted.
I0043 is typed when MODE _ ±1 and filetype of the requested
file = 0.
10044 is typed when MODE = +1 and filetype of the requested
file 1 and the restart flag fromQ.ACOM (RESTRT) is
not = 1.
I0045 is typed when the tape is correctly positioned. This
is not typed when initializing a tape.
After 10043 and I0044, the user is asked whether he wishes
to overwrite the file, respecify a new results card with a
new tape and/or file or disk option, or terminate the function.
I0100 is typed to allow entry of the new results card.
This occurs when the user requests to respecify the
results card.
I0101 is typed to confirm usage of disk for results and
occurs whenever disk is specified on the results
card.
Revised June 1979
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The following error messages are typed under the conditions
listed.
E361 is written when the tape is being filed forward and
a file is encountered with filetype other than zero
before the requested file is reached and MODE - 0.
E362 is written when the circumstance for E361 occurs
and MODE - 1. It is also written when MODE - 1 and
the filetype of the file requested is - -1.
E363 is written if the RESTRT flag is = 1 and the filetype
of the requested file is not = 1.
E364 is written when MODE - 1 and the filetype of the
fiel requested - 1.
E365 is written when an EOF is read on the results file.
This should never occur with valid results files.
For message texts refer to the User's Manual.
S. Supplemental Information
This section deals with the handling of tapes by CHTAPE
Input:
If a tape is mounted on the device and it is the incorrect
tape number (as noted from the appropriate status words in
GLOCOM), TOPRU is called to unload the tape before the
correct tape is mounted. If the correct tape is mounted,
CHTAPE will check for the ring in if MODE = +1. If the ring
is not in, the tape is unloaded and MOUNT is called to
mount the tape with the ring in. If the correct tape is
mounted, CHTAPE assumes that the file number (as recorded
in GLOCOM) is correct and moves the tape backwards or
{	 forwards to find the requested file.
Output:
The tape is mounted with ring in for MODE _ +1 and with ring
out for MODE = 0.
The tape is left positioned at the beginning of the requested
file. When the tape is initialized a TOPRW is used to do
this.
6. Flowchart
Not Applicable
Revised June 1979
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Exhibit	 1
FRIS III Timeline Chart
Calendar Year
Task: TECHNom TRANSFER
1979	 1980
4/1 -	 7/1 -
	
10/1 	 4/1 -
6/30	 9/30	 _12/3	 3 31	 6/30
Activity:
A. TRAINING
1. SHORT COURSES
2. WbRKSHOPS
3. PHOTO- INTERPRETATI ON
	
v.-
 _ _ _ - - • _ 	- - s7
SHORT COURSE
B. CONSULTATION
	 r7- - - -
C. DOCUMENTATION
1. M USER DOCUMENTATION	 ♦
2. NCC USER DOCUMENTATION
D. TERMINAL OPERATIONS	 - - - - -
C	
planned start of activity	 i
f	 ♦ 	 actual start of activity
G	 C	 duration of activity
L-	 C	 progress toward activity completion
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Exhi bi t 2
FRIS III Timeline Chart
9
Task: (WSr,)
 TRANSFER
Activity:
A. PLANNING
B. TRANSFER
C. CoNsuuaim $ DEBUGGING
D. DbCID''ENTATION
E. TEST $ EVAL.UATION
Calendar Year
1979	 1980
	
4/1 -	 7/1-	 10/1 	 4/1 -
	
6/30	 9/30	 12/3	 3/31	 6/30
C	
planned start of activity
actual start of activity
G	 C	 duration of activity
L_	 progress toward activity completion
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Exhibit 3
FRIS III Timeline Chart
Calendar Year
1979 1980Task:	 PREPROCF,SSING TRANSFER
4/1 -
6/30
7/1 -
9/30
10/1 -
12/3
1/1 -
_3/31
4/1 -
6 30
Activity:
A.	 PLANNING
B.	 PROGRAM IkFINB4MT .
1.	 LmmAT 3 REFORMATTING
2.	 GEOMETRIC CORRECTION n^
3.	 IMAGE kGISTRATION -	 - - -
C.	 PROGRAM TRANSFER
' D. rxNSIum m & DRUGGING
E.	 DOCaINENTAT m - _
F. TEST & EvAmnm
G.	 SIPPORT ACTIVITIES
1.	 LANDSAT 3 DATA EVALUATION
2.	 FRIS MAP r00RDINATES DEFINITION
3.	 REFORMATTING OPERATIONS
PROCEDURES
C
planned start of activity
actual start of activity
NZ	 duration of activity
`` c	 progresi toward activity completion
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Exhibit 4
FRIS III Timeline Chart
Task: & AEMW
Activity:
A. REPORTING
1. INFO ik. RMLY STATM
2. nO mLy FlscALI QP1 awy PiIOGRESS
4. Stmi-hta K R£wm
B. INFORNYITION DIssEmiNATION
C. CAST EVALUATION
i
D. SPECIAL PROJECTS
1. CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY
EVALUATION
2. RATIO EvALUATIONs
3. *m APPLICATION TEST
Calendar Year
1979	 1980
	
4/1-	 7/1 -	 10/1 -	 1/1 -
	
A/30	 9/30	 12/3	 3/31	 6/30
• • • • • • • • • • •
0 ,040000 see 00
7
--- -- -S	 IV
__v
--V
V	
planned start of activity
T	 actual start of activity
c^_c duration of activity
progress toward activity completion
a
